2(4)

WELSH CONGREGATIONALCHURCR

CORNER CAMP AND CHURCH
STREETS
USE: recently vacated by Church.
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1863
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J. Lewis& Co.12.5.1863
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; intact; fence incompatible, originally
picket.

SIGNIFICANCE: Severe design and lack
of ornament characteristic of Non-conformist churches.
HISTORY: The first Congregational Service at Tarrangower was conducted by
Reverend J. Firth in the Royal Hotel Hall
(A(ll)) on 23rd July 1858. With the popu•
lation of the gold fields increasing, the site
on which the present church stands was
acquired in 1863 and the new brick building
was opened for service in September of the
same year 1. The contract was carried out by
Edwards Bros. of Castlemaine (woodwork).
The Welsh period of the church's history
ended at the beginning of 1893 when the
service was given in Epglish and joined the
Congregational Union>~ Between 1901 and
1905 the church was enlarged by ere9ting
the brick transept at the rear and during the
next decade other additions were undertaken. The building is very similar in design
to the 1864 Bible Christian Chapel {see
photograph PH:493) which was situated in
Harker Street and was demolished in 1902
when the church amalgamated with the
Wesleyans4.

1. Mafdon Conu~Q.llilL.Chlli.cl1._..JJii8.=12.71..

2. illlii...w
3. A.J. Williams, M.alQQ.n.._anQ..,J;ll!L..Turum:_
gower OiggiQg£, 1933, p.66.
4. Ibid., p.65.

PH49

Bible Christian Chapel, Harker St.

cl865

"TARAVIEW"

2(15)
TEMPLETON STREET
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: before 1863.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
T, Vivian 16.4.1861.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard.

CONDITION

"

AND

·

INTACTNESS:

good; verandah altered, fence incompatible.

SIGNIFICANCE: A sale notice appeared
in the Tarrangower Times on 27.1.1863
'That prettily situated cottage in Templeton
Street, lately occupied by Mr. Thomas
Vivian, surrounded by one of the best fruit,
Hower and vegetable gardens in the district. Cottage and land to be sold as a
bargain'. The garden at that time probably
included Lots 2(14) and 2(15) and later
extended to Lot 2(10) when purchased
from J. & S. Warnock. It appears that the
house was not sold at this time aS the. 1869
rate book has an entry under Thomas
Vivian of a wooden house, T~mpleton
Street and gardens in Templeton Street.
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CHAPMAN'S HOUSE

2(17 & 18)
TEMPLETON STREET
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: before 1863.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
F. Chapman, no date.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; externally appears intact although

front windows could date from l880's;
chainwire fence incompatible.

_SIGNIFICANCE: Interesting

stages of
development; internally most ceilings were

coved.
HISTORY: The building appears to have
been built before 1863 due to the appear~
ance of an advertisement in the Tarrangower
Times, 6.1.63. 'Selling ... a desirable and
commodious cottage with beautiful garden
. . . situated in Templeton Street, now in
the occupation of Frederick Chapman'.

2(19)
TEMPLETON STREET
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl870
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
W & E Hunter. 16.4.1861
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:

SIGNIFICANCE: Interesting complex;
brick section may predate main timber
building. Features a brick vaulted cellar
behind brick kitchen constructed half above
ground level.

·weatherboard and brick

"BUNYA"

2B(2)
LONG GULLY ROAD
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1895
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
C. Bull. 10.2.1860
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; verandah appears to have originally
been constructed with decorative brackets
and pediment grille; chainwire fence incompatible.

2B(4)
LONG GULLY ROAD
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1860
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
W. Ross 27.4.1854
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair, fence not original.
/SIGNIFICANCE: Simple design, appar·
ently intact condition.
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2B{17)
PARKINS REEF ROAD
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!895
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J. Farrington, 1862

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; verandah appears to have been originally constructed with decorative brackets;
fence incompatible.

SIGNIFICANCE: Verandah virtually surrounds the house, a similar design to its
neighbour "Bunya" in Long Gully Road
(2B(2)) with verandah pediment over the
entrance. Brick section with cellar of earlier
building at rear is still completely intact.

HISTORY: Earlier building dating from
the 1860's is still standing at the rear of this
building. The earlier building can be seen in
photographs PH58, dated 1868 (see 14(3)).
The later building appears to have been
constructed after 1886 as photograph PHP8
show only the earlier building with brick
"kitchen" with cellar below prior to the
construction of the adjacent skillion roofed
section. The later main house was constructed abutting the front section of the
earlier home.

2B(20)
PARKINS REEF ROAD
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1867
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J. Bell& Co. 27.4.1859.
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; verandah altered? fence incompatlble.

SIGNIFICANCE: Verandahs

and

side

wing create an interesting complex. Con"
struction is substantial for the period.
HISTORY: The building was built for
Mr J. Bell in 1867 as shown in the following article from the Tarrangower Times
17-5.1867. 'A Cumberland fashion was
observed at Hutton's Cumberland Inn on
Wednesday on the occasion of the 'timber
raising' at the new house, now being erected
by Mr Briscoe for Mr J. BeIL The contractor
and all the men employed were invited to a
good old English supper'. Bell and Hutton
were partners in mining ventures. The rear
wing was a later extension possibly during
the time the house was occupied by Mrs
Dabb around 1895.

2B(24)
PARKINS REEF ROAD
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: before 1862
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
W. Marsh. 27.4.1859.
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; verandah would appear to have been
fenced as for side sections; verandah
altered?
SIGNIFICANCE: One of few remaining
buildings constructed abutting the street
boundary - building form detailing and
fencing is of special interest.
HISTORY: This building appears to be
the one shown on Lands Department Map
MlSA dated 1862. The 1869 rate book
entry for William Marsh shows he owned
a weatherboard house in Parkins Reef
Road.

2B(2S)
GRAY STREET
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl870
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
E. Fordred, no date.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; verandah enclosed; fence not original.

SIGNIFICANCE: Note

brick

building

on site.
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3A(2&3)
ADAIR STREET
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!870
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
2. T. Blenkiron 19.4.1859; 3. W. Dresler

29.4.1859.
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; building and fence intact except for
verandah posts and capitals.

SIGNIFICANCE: Unusually large and
pleasantly proportioned house, features a
bay fronted section to the side contrasting
with front elevation.

OLD POST OFFICE

3D(l2)
LONG GULLY ROAD
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!855
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
F.H. Lewin.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; verandah altered, fence not original.
HISTORY: This building appears to have
incorporated an early store and Post Office.
For the 1856 Legislative Assembly elec~
tions, Francis Lewin's address was given as
Post Office, rental and license premises in
Maldon. Francis Lewin was the post master
from 1 July 1855 to 1 April 1857 .1 In
1858, the old Post Office store was adver"
tised for sale or to let in the Mount Alex~

ander Mail of.10.8.1858.

1. Derek Baker 'One Hundred Years of

Postal History at Maldon'.

30(14)
LONG GULLY ROAD
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!860
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
T. Edmundson 2.5.1867

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
stone and brick

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; appears intact, however iron lace would
appear to be of a later date; fence· not
original but compatible.
HISTORY: The rate book entry for 1869
for Thomas Edmundson is stone house,
Long Gully. The front two rooms are stone
and the rear two brick.

3D(17)
GRAY STREET
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1860
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard.

CONDITION

good; verandah
original

AND

lattice

INTACTNESS:
batustrade

not
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4(1)
CORNER HIGH AND ADAIR
STREETS
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1897
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

RULE'S HOUSE

T. Blenkiron 5.3.1861

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; fence incompatible
SIGNIFICANCE: Large residence of
interesting and unusual design.
HISTORY: The first appearance of this
house in the rate books was in 1897 when
the property was owned by J .H. Rule,
Legal Manager. Rule arrived in Maldon in
1866 and subsequently took the mining
lease of the South German Mine, with Isaac
Daniels, of which he became legal manager.
He was legal manager of numerous other
mines in Maldon, Ballarat and Ararat
districts. In 1898 he retirectl and it would
appear probable that he erected this house
in preparation for his retirement. This
building has been proposed for inclusion
in the Register of the National Estate.
1. The

Cyclopedia of Victoria. VoJ.2,
p.393.

4(2)
ADAIR STREET
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1875
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
T. Blenkiron 5.3.1861

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherbo·ard

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; gate incompatible.
SIGNIFICANCE: Unusual
gable end and bay window.

detailing of

4A(20)

.fOR.1\1ER EAGLEHAWK HOTEL

REEF STREET
USE: restaurant
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1906
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
F.E. Courtin 25.7.1862

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; north gable - later addition but
compatible.
SIGNIFICANCE: Eag!ehawk Hotel on
site since 1854.
HISTORY: In May 1854 the Mount
Alexander Mail referred to a Mr Watts
of the Eagle Hawk Hotel and Store; this
appears to be the earliest reference to an
hotel on this site. The site is adjacent to the
alluvial Eaglehawk Gully field and the hotel
became the focus of the now non-existent
Eaglehawk commercial area, which once
occupied this part of Reef Street.
This first hotel appears to have been
replaced by a weatherboard building (later
replaced by the existing building) in 1857
as reported in the Mount Alexander Mail of

·15.10.57, 'A public house is also being
erected at Eagle Hawk near the works of
the Great Eastern Gold Company.' This
hotel can be seen in photograph PH71.
The following year, when advertised for
sale, it was described as consisting of 'two
sitting rooms, one bagatelle room, seven
bedrooms, four outer bedrooms, kitchen
and four stall stable, theatre or concert hall
65' long') This timber building is reported

5 (1 & 2)
CORNER CHAPEL AND ADAIR
STREET
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1890
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
W. Hitchcock. 13.6.1854.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; appears in tact.

SIGNIFICANCE: Original

fence con·
tinues around recent building, to east of
~his b_uild!ng and lessens the new building's
mtruswe impact. 111ustrates the importance
of compatible fencing in the town.
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to have burnt down and been replaced by
the existing building in 1906.2 A full
investigation of this building in the ratebooks and local newspapers should be
undertaken to verify construction date and
determine the builder and architect.
1. Mount Alexander Mail. 30.4.1858.
2. Maldon & Gold.

8B(l)

MALOON MOTORS AND RESIDENCE

LONG GULLY ROAD

USE:

motor garage.

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1880

and

later.

FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
W. Smith 29.4.1867
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
various

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; covered carport addition is incom~
patible, addition of weatherboard office is
intrusive, house verandah altered, house
fence not original.

SIGNIFICANCE: Despite late unsympathetic additions this is an interesting
collection of buildings and is important in
its position near the entrance of the town.
HISTORY: An 1859 Lands Department
Map (M4) shows a building projecting into
the roadway on this site which could be an
earlier building than that referred to in the
1869 rate books as William Smith's carpenters shop, Long Gully. This rate book entry
appears to refer to the brick building still
extant, without the present facade, as a
photograph dated 1868 (PH58) shows the
rear of this building and residence. By 1910
the brick building was occupied by W.H.
Pearce, Wheelwrights (PH51) and the galvanised iron building is shown. The house
has fascinating later additions at rear.

PH51

8B(14)
LONG GULLY ROAD
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl865
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

W. Crosbie. 26.4.1864.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; appears intact.
HISTORY: The Tarrangower Times of
28.12.1858 carries an advertisement for
Crossby and Long, boot and Shoemakers
of Parkins Reef Road and Long Gully. As
Crosby was in partnership with Long, the
1869 rate book entry showing William Long
living in a weatherboard house in Long
Gully could refer to this building.

9 (2 & 3)

DR. HARDY'S HOUSE

CORNER HIGH AND CAMP
STREETS
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1857
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
Lot 2 C.H. Hardy Jnr. 10.3.1857; Lot 3,
W. Lindner 10.3.1857.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard and brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; side verandah altered

SIGNIFICANCE: Early and interesting
building complex in an important position.
HISTORY: At the lands sales in this area,
the improvements on this site· were valued
at one hundred and ten pounds which
indicates fairly extensive buildings on the
site at this date.1
Dr Hardy appears to have moved to this
site in late 1856 or early 1857 as the electors roll for the 1856 elections for the
Legislative Assembly gives his address as
The Springs. The Mount Alexander Mail of
).8,1857 ad_vertises that Dr Hardy 'will

give advice gratis at his Medical Hall every
Monday and Friday' which shows that he
was practising from these buildings and
further information regarding the site is
given in the Tarrangower Times of
15.11.1859 when 'C.H. Hardy states he is
rated one hundred and fifty pounds for a
house, shop and land. Last year's assessment
was sixty pounds, since when he has added
only a weatherboard dispensary'. In 1861
Dr Hardy left Maldon and offered the building for leasing, the advertisement stating
that 'Dr Hardy has occupied the premises
for four years'.
L Williams, Maldon and the Tarrengower
~p.79,

so

W.H. Pearce Wheelwrights

"SCHOOL COTTAGE"

9(4)
HIGH STREET
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1860
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J. Walker. 10.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; screen door later addition?, verandah
altered? window altered.
SIGNIFICANCE: Jnteresting complex
Wlth two attached wings at rear.

9 (14, 15, 16)
CORNER ADAIR AND CHAPEL
STREETS
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl900
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
14 & 15 S. Wilkonson 10.3.1857; 16 S.
Wilson 5.3.1861

'CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard on stone base.

,CONDITION
1

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; recently renovated -

'.unknown.

autfiellticity

iSJGNIFICANCE: Large ornate building
in commanding position.

10(1)
HIGH STREET
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1862
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

VIVIAN'S HOUSE

C & M Edwards 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; brickwork painted, screendoor & light
incompatible.
SIGNIFICANCE: Very unusual brickwork.
HISTORY: This building appears to have
been constructed when Thomas Vivian
owned the site between 1860 _and 1866.
Photograph PH2 (see page 40 ) (taken
between 1859 and 1860) shows no building
in this position and it does not appear to
have been constructed when C & M Edwards
sold the site in May 1860.1 Yet by 18632,
'House and shop to let opposite the Post
Office, Maldon now in the occupation of
Thomas Vivian' is advertised, which indi·
cates that part of this building dates from
this time. On 28.3.1868 the Tarrengower
Times reports that F. Maddock is calling
tenders for alterations and repairs to pre•
mises opposite the Post Office after earlier
(26.3.65) offering for sale the shop front of
premises opposite the Post Office and this
could indicate that the intricate brick facade
was constructed at this time when the pre•
mises were being altered from a shop to a
residence. These alterations appear to have
been completed by September as F .F.
Morris is reported to have moved to a
cottage oQposite the Post Office, owned by
Maddock:s In 1866 Thomas Vivian was
selling Section 10 Allotment 1 divided into
6 blocks. Block 1, which included This site
is described 'Lot I frontage to High Street
of 62', 2 substantial brick houles, contain·
ing shops with rooms at rear'. The refer•
ence to the building being owned by
Maddock appears to have been inaccurate,
and he probably leased the building from
Vivian.

1.
2.
3.
4.

TarrengowerTiems. 29.5.1860
Tarrengower Times. 10.4.1863
Tarrengower Times 5.9.1865
T.arrengow..er Times 24.3.1866.
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10(7 & 8)
TEMPLETON STREET
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl870
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J. Lyon 10.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

good; screen door not original, verandah
details missing?
SIGNIFICANCE: Pleasantly propo,tioned
brick house with interesting ironwork on
the verandah.

10(17 & 18)
HIGH STREET
USE: residerice
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1857
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
17. C.H. Chippendale 10.3.1857; 18. W.
Lardner 10.3.1857.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

good; Ience originally picket; verandah

enclosed.

SIGNIFICANCE: Interesting

building

complex with unusual timber bargeboards.

LISLES COTT AGE
related that neither Lisle nor Napier lived
long to enjoy their ea,;y-come riches. The
doctor died penniless, in a Melbourne
street.'2
Photograph PHS 2 shows this building
c1905 when occupied by Dr Charles Gray.
At that time the verandah had not been
enclosed and there Was a picket fence.

1. Moon, Tarrangower Past & Present p.26
2. Williams, .Q.JLCit. p.23

HISTORY: The Tarrengower Times of
23.7.1861 carries an advertisement for allot~
ment 10(20) described as being bounded on
the north by Lisle's Cottage and south by
Tresidder's cottage (10(21)). This indicates
that this building was occupied by Dr Lisle.
This is then the house referred to in the
M.A.M. of November 1857 when it was
reported that a brick house had been built
for Dr. Lisle. Dr. Lisle appears to have left
Maldon by 1864 as his name does not
appear in Moon's Directory.l Dr. Lisle
was a co-owner of Lisle's Reef, with a Mr
Napier, which in the 1860's was a rich gold
producer on the south slope of Mount
Tarrengower. 'Their mine worked down to
only 90 feet, produced less than 600 tons of
quartz, the stuff averaging 15 ozs per
ton, the richest as high as 26 oz . . . It is

10(21)

PH52

TRESIDDERS COTTAGE

HIGH STREET
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1859
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
M. Edwards 10.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; fence not original, side fences original?
SIGNIFICANCE: Early attractive cottage.
HISTORY: This building appears to have
been occupied by Tresidder by 1860 as early
advertisements used it as a landmark. The
Tarrengower Times of 14.12.60 advertises
allotment 10(22) for sale adjoining Mr
Tresidder's house in High Street and on
23.7.61 'Allotment 20 section 10 fronting
High Street bounded on north by Lisle's
cottage and south by Tresidder's cottage for
sale'. These indicate that the building on
10(21) was occupied by Tresidder and
appears to be the building referred to in the
Tarrengower Times of 11.10.1859 'Thomas
Tresidder, brick cottage, Main Street. The
street name appears to be an error. It also
appears that Thomas Tresidder rented the
cottage from W.M. Edwards from 1859, as
in February 1859, the Tarrangower Times
carried the following advertisement: "To
let furnished or unfurnished that comfortable and commodious four roomed brick
cottage situated in High street, Maldon,
opposite the Camp and intended public
buildings, Rent moderate".!

1. T.T.11.2.1859.
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Dr. Gray's House, cl905

10(23 & 24)
HIGH STREET
USE: Church
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1861
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J. Tomlinson & Co. 10.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
Local stone

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

Good; intact

SIGNIFICANCE: Largest

building of

local stone in the town. Architect D.R.
Drape.

HISTORY: The Church of England built
their first hall of brick on the church reserve
in Church Street (Section 11) in 1856, but
it was partly destroyed in a storm in 1857.
Instead of reconstructing that building, and
after years of delay, they finally purchased
this site and erected the present building in

stages.
The sequence of events is as follows:Tarrangower Times 29.7.59. Vestry
meeting informed in a letter from the
Bishop that the schoolhouse land was never
granted by _ goy~rnment. Committee formed
to select Jite for i:t church.
Tami.ngower Times 20.1.60. Meeting to
be held 26.1.1860 at School Room for the
purpose of taking steps for immediate
re-erection of a church.
Tarrangower Times 21.2.60. Meeting at
school house, Main Street, informed that
committee has bought 3 allotments in
Section 10 for building a church 10(3) (24)

HOLY TRINITY CHURCH OF ENGLAND

Additions continued as follows:Tarrangower Times 7.4.1862. Tenders
accepted for Vestry. Thos. Calder of the
Talbot Timber Yard, twelve pounds, ten
shillings and tenpence.
Tarrangower Times 9.5.1862. Tenders
called for erection of gallery.
Tarrangower Times 21.4.65. Tenders
wanted for addition to Holy Trinity. (This
notice probably referred to the construction
of the transcepts.)
The iron fence replaced the original
picket fence between 1884 and 1897, and
the organ was installed during this time and
the front porch added) The organ was
ppened on 26.4.1893 and was made by
Fincham & Hobday in 1893.2 The stained
glass windows are particularly fine.
The west window is by John Lyon, the
best stained glass artist in Victoria, who was
the son of a Maldon Storekeeper.
1. The Church of Holy Trinity, Maldon,
Centenary celebrations 1861-1961.
2. Information per M.B. Lewis from
Fincham & Co. Victoria.

(23).

Tarrangower Times 29.1.61. Tenders
called for erection of nave.
Tarrangower Times 3.5.1861. Tender of
Messrs. Hornsby & Briscoe accepted, building 45' wide of blue stone with granite
guions. Mr D.R. Drape, Architect. (fhis
~esign appears to have been modified prior
to construction.)
Tarrangower Times 21.6.61. Foundation
stone laid 19.6.1861. Principal material
will be blue ragstone, with dressings of grey
iranite. The roof will be composed of
trussed rafters and colonial timber, dressed
and chamfered with dressed deal sarking.
Tarrangower Times 15.10.1861. Church
opened 13.10.1861. This marked the com_pletion of the main body of the church ~
the nave.

11 (Church of England Reserve)

FORMER HOLY TRINITY PARSONAGE

CORNER TEMPLETON AND CAMP
STREETS
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1867
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
Church of England Reserve 4.4.1867

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

Good; screen door incompatible, verandah
details not original.

SIGNIFICANCE: Pleasantly sited building in 'natural' garden.
HISTORY: This building was constructed
in either late 1867 or early 1868 for the
Church of England.
The Ta.rrangower Times of 8.3.1867
reports that a meeting to be held 11.3.1867
about building of a parsonage. By 17.5.1867
the Plans and Specification of Mr Hornsby
for the parsonage had been accepted,
subject to approval by diocesan architect.
(Tarrangower Times). The building appears
to have been erected by May 1868 as the
Rev. J.C.T. Stretch is addressing his letters
from this house (Tarrangower Times

29.5.1868).
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11 (Church Reserve)

DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOL

CORNER CHURCH & TEMPLETON
STREETS

USE:

Vacant building

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1856 & 1862
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
Church of England Reserve. 4.4.1867

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
Brick, local stone and timber.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

Fair;}ntact.

SIGNIFICANCE: Early interesting building excellently sited on Church Hill.
HISTORY: This building was erected in
1856 as a school house and meeting hall
for the Church of England. It was partly
demolished in a storm in December 1857.
Subsequently school classes moved to a
building in Reef Street. After much debate
the building was reconstructed in 1862,
and under the Common Schools' Act Holy
Trinity became Church of England Common
School No. 413, Maldonl until January
1873 when it became State School No. 413,
Maldon. On July 31st 1873 it closed as a
State School on the opening of State School
1254 (Section B). Until recently it has been
used as the Holy Trinity Sunday School but
- has since passed into private ownership.
The sequence of events of its building and
reconstruction are as foHowsMount Alexander Mail 10.11.1856.
Denominational school, now in course of
erection of brick and stone with a shingle
roof - total cost to be five hundred and
seventy-two pounds of which three hundred
pounds so far raised.
Mount Alexander Mail 23.12.1857.
Service was held at the Court House on
Sunday last (20.12.1857) in consequence of
the damage done by the storm of Thursday
last.

11 (1)
CORNER TEMPLETON AND
EDWARDS STREETS
USE: Church
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1896
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
H. Pettitt 8.3.1894
CONSTRUCTION MA TE RIALS:

Mount Alexander Mail 24.2.1858. Ten~
ders will be received until 6 o'clock on
Monday the 1st March for re-erecting the
Church of England schoolhouse at Maldon.
Plans and Specification to be seen at my
office. Frederick Poppel, Architect etc. (It
is not known if these plans were used.)
Tarrangower Times 8.7.1862. Meeting
called to consider rebuilding of school. The
buildiog was finally opened in October
1862.2 In Hatton3 it is stated that "The
builder Hornsby, who was a Church of
England Trustee, said in 1862 that Wagner's
(an early local brickmaker) bricks were
inferior, and he offered to rebuild the
school in stone, it is not clear whether this
means that the original bricks in the school
were Wagner's or that Wagner's were the
only bricks available in 1862". The stone~
work of the rebuilt section of the school
appears to have been carried out by the
Bowes who constructed the stone work of
the Holy Trinity Church.
This building is an extremely important
early building in the town. Its siting on
Church Hill enhances the character and
warmth of the building materials,
1. Primary School No. 1254. Maldon.
Centenary 1873-1973. Compiled by
Col. Gibson p.23.
2. Williams p. 78
3. Hatton and Others "Maldon". p.69.

BAPTIST CHURCH

brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; intact, previously fenced
SIGNIFICANCE: Simple.
HISTORY: The foundation of the building was laid on 29.1.1896. It was constructed by the English Baptist Church after they
left the Welsh Baptist Church in 1895. The
two churches reunited in 1930, and this
building was used as the church and the
Welsh Baptist Church (10(2)) as a Sunday
School.

11 (3)

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

CORNER EDWARDS AND CHURCH
STREETS
USE: Church
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1905
FIRST TAND PURCHASE DATE:
D. Watt & Co. 10.11.1858 Presbyterian
Church

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; intact, previously fenced.
SIGNIFICANCE: Well
proportioned
church building.
HISTORY: The first church was erected
to the west of this building Jn 1860.1 The
present structure replaced a timber church
Which was removed from the site. The
foundation stone was laid by Mrs. M,
pswald in 1905.

iL

Hatton and Others "Maldon" p.258.
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11 (7)
CHURCH STREET
USE: Residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1858--59
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

D. Watt & Co. 10.11.1858 Presbyterian

Church

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick and weatherboard

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

Fair; verandah altered?, fence incompatible

PRESBYTERIAN MANSE

22.3.1859 and 31.5.1859). In 1861 tenders
were called for works to the Presbyterian
Church and manse. The results of these two
additions would appear to be the two
hipped roof sections with the gable roof
section being a later addition.

SIGNIFICANCE: Early church residence
HISTORY: The first building on this site,
parts of which may still remain, was a two~
·roomed weatherboard house, built as a
temporary residence for the Minister, which

was in the course of erection on 26.11.58
(Tarrangower Times).
In 1859 Tenders were called for the
addition

of

two brick · rooms to the

'Presbyterian Manse (farrang?wer Times

11 (9)
(9)
TEMPLETON STREET
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl860
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

W. Lovell 12.5.1863.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard & brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

Fair; fence not original
SIGNIFICANCE: Pleasantly sited complex of buildings.
HISTORY: The building was advertised
for sale in the Tarrangower Times of
4.1.1867 as a three•roomed weatherboard
house with cellar, brick tank and every
convenience, and 1 rood 10 perches of land
situated on Church Hill as Mr Lovell was
leaving Maldon. It therefore appears that
,parts of this complex could date from this
'time.

12(1) SEE HISTORIC INTEREST ZONE
12(2)

STABLES, FORMER SHIRE ARMS HOTEL

REEF STREET
USE: Storage
CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl875
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
l. Lyon 2.5.1859

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION
good

AND

INTACTNESS:

SIGNIFICANCE: Substantial

brick
stables with pleasant details. Siting on Reef
Street adds to the character of the area.
HISTORY: This building may have been
constructed as stables for the Shire Arms
Hotel that was sited next to the Scotch Pie
House in Reef Street on 12(1). The date of
construction of the Shire Arms Hotel has
not been ascertained. The earliest record
located of its existence is 1886, and it was
closed in 1910.l Although an entry in the
1868 Post Office directory shows a Thomas
Gamble, Shire Hotel, Main Street, which
could refer to this building. The hotel
appears to have been demolished by 1936
(photograph PH p.20) (see page 34 ). The
details of the building are very similar to
thdse of the Albion Hotel (A(l6)) and the
former Dabb's Produce Store (A(l 7)),
and thus this hotel may have been con•
structed in the 1860's or early 1870's. The
Stables, by their construction, may have
been a later addition to the hotel.

1. Liquor Control Commission Records.

12 (8), (9) SEE HISTORIC INTEREST ZONE

PHSS
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Shire Arms Hotel

13 (12)
SPRING STREET
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1860
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
R. Lawrence 15.9.1857

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; fence altered? additions appear to be of

later date.
HISTORY: The distinctive roof form of
this building can be seen in photograph
PH p.6 (see page 2 ) which dated from
1867. The land was offered for sale on 20
March 1860 by R.J. Lawrence who advertised it in the Tarrangower Times describing
it as near the British & American Hotel
(A(9)). Earlier Lawrence & Co had operated a brickyard on the site.l Parts of the
building could have been constructec' in
1860 when owned by Robert Hero~ v ,10

advertised in the Tarrangower Times
11.5.1860: "That Heron, wheelright near
British and American Hotel offers 2 room
weatherboard cottage in Spring Street to
let." The Heron family owned the property until 1908.2

I. M.A.M. 1.1.1858.
2. · Rat"ebooks.

LODDON STORE

14 (3)
HIGH STREET
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1858
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
R. Lawrence 11.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; residence attached to north side
appears to be later additions, shutters added
later? Screen door incompatible.
SIGNIFICANCE: Unusual brick store
built on site boundary on main entrance to
town.
HISTORY: The Mount Alexander Mail of
15.9.1857 reports that Allotment 14(4) in
Long Gully was purchased by J. Robinson.
On the 19.3.1858 it is reported that a hand~
some brick store and dwelling house has
been erected next to the old store and on
1 November 1858 Mr Robinson had moved
into his new store. The Tarrangower Times
of 6.5.1862 advertises the Loddon Store
and premises connected therewith to let or
lease apply to John Robinson. The building
was apparently then used as an hotel as in
the Tarrangower Times of 10.9.1867 it is
reported that "great consternation was
occasioned at the Globe Hotel and dining
rooms (late Loddon Store) by the cracking
of the walls, owing to the slipping of the
foundation. The family had to clear out
quick . . . the rebuilding of the north~west
wall, in all probability, put things right."
Subsequent to this the hotel may have
transferred to the north (14(4)) ~ now

vacant - and the Duke of Edinburgh Hotel
built. A photograph (PH58) shows both
buildings in 1868. John Robinson was in
partnership with Robert Oswald in the
Caledonian Crushing Mills and in other
mining operations.

I. M.A.M. 1.11.1858.

PH58

14 (5)

High Street South 1868. Oswalds
Cottage on right, Caledonian battery
in foreground.

OSWALD'S COTTAGE - "LAURISTON".

HIGH STREET

USE:

resirlenr:'.e

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1866
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
R. Oswald n.d.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
basalt

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; intact, screen door incompatible.
SIGNIFICANCE: Ornate early cottage in
intact condition in prominent position at
entrance to town.
HISTORY: Robert Dent Oswald was born
on 26 October 1830 at Lauriston in Stirlingshire, Scotland. He arrived in Victoria in
1854 and after working as a carpenter for
3 months proceeded to Malden and commenced mining as a member of a small
co-operative party. He later became the
manager of the co-operathte Parkin 's Quartz
Mining Company and finally the sole
proprietor of the North British and Inde~
pendent Mine at Maldon,l which was one

of the richest in Maldon and the last to
cease production in 1926. Oswald also
owned the Caledonian Crushing Mill (15(1)),
opposite. which was also a prosperous undertaking.
This building was h<J,iled as a great asset
to the town when on 6.3.1866 the Tarrangower Times gave the following report,
"So far as the township is concerned, the
house recently built for Mr. John Robinson
is decidedly the best, (referring to B(6))
and we now see that Messrs. Bowe & Sons
are, for Mr. Robert Oswald, building that
which when finished will undoubtedly be
the best building in Maldon. It is of solid
masonry, 2 feet thick, the stone being
from the quarry of the Messrs. Bowe,
excepting the front which is of Malmsbury
blue stone dressed."
This building survives substantially as
built. Photograph PH58 shows this building
complete with verandah details and fence
in 1868.
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The building is classified by the National
Trust of Australia (Victoria) and in their
citation they note the fine iron gate and
palisade fence, unusual timber verandah
aTches and a charming turned timber balustrade, internal window shutter, timber
slatted venetian blinds and at the rear an
intact underground water tank.
1. Victoria and its Metropolis p.262.

15A (2)
PHOENIX STREET
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl880
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
l.H. Rule 16.6.1886

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; fence & screen door incompatible.
SIGNIFICANCE: Interesting heavy cast
iron decoration with cockatoo and gum leaf
motive.

17 (3)

ST BRIGID'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH

CORNER OF CHAPEL AND ADAIR
STREETS
USE: Church
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1891
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J.A. Goold and T. Tobin etc. 10.11.1858.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; appears intact

SIGNIFICANCE: First

church,
St.
Saviours erected on the site in 1858.
HISTORY: Land was granted for a use by
the Roman Catholic Church in Maldon in
1854 and in 1854/55 a school opened with
Mr Morgan as teacherl but it appears to
have closed soon after. In 1857 Fr. Smyth
began colle"cting for a permanent chapel at
Maldon2, As the initial site was unsuitable,

the present land was purchased by T. Tobin
for the Church committee in November
1858. In June 1858 the secretary of the
church committee was requested to communicate with Mr Price, Architect of
Castlemaine, requesting him to draw a plan
of a church to cost about five hundred
pounds3. By September 1858 tenders
were received for erection of a church at
Tarrengower. The successful tenderer was
T. Calder for a price of six hundred and
sixty pounds and six shillings4. But the
building appears not to have been com-

22(3)
WARNOCK STREET

USE:

residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl870
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
nil

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; appears intact.

25(3)
ADAIR STREET

USE:

residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl870
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
E. Trengrove 3.6.1947

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard

CONDITION

HISTORY: This building may have been
built for Mr. J .H. Rule as it is near the
South German Mine, the lease of which he
held. He may have lived here until 1897
when he moved to the house corner of High
and Adair Streets (4(1)). The 1869 Ratebook entry for J ..H. Rule is for a weatherboard house at Swipers Reef, which could
refer to a building on this site.

AND

good; appears intact.

INTACTNESS:

pleted, as in March 1859, tenders were
sought to .complete the foundation of the
Roman Catholic Church, Maldon.5
In December 1860 the church was still
not complete as the following report in the
Tarrangower Times shows: 'Roman Catholic
Church - we understand that the Maldon
members of this church intend having a
temporary building erected for Divine
Worship. The foundations of a good brick
building was completed about two years
ago on the reserve granted to them but want
of funds caused a stoppage in the works'6.
In 1861 a new brick church 40 feet by 16
feet was opened and dedicated under the
rare title of St Saviour's.? It is not known if
this was a new building or the completion of
the earlier plans. The school operated from
this building but closed at the end of 1861
due to poor attendance.8 In June 1862
tenders were wanted for additions to the
Roman Catholic School.9 It is not known if
these were carried out. In October 1863
carpenters and bricklayers were again
invited to tender for enlarging the Roman
Catholic SchoollO. The school appears to
have closed down again as in 1878. Bishop
Crane was urging the need for a Catholic
school at Maldon and this was opened in
August 187811. In 1882 the Catholics of
Maldon were moving for a resident priest.
The old brick church at Maldon erected by

r. myt , was s owmg serious signs of
decay. Fr. R. Collins was given the task of
fund raising for a new church, the foun•
dation stone of which was laid in May 1891
and the church opened in November/
December 1891. The school building was
erected in 191512.
l.Advocate No 47 2.7.1947 p.16
2.!J>i4,
3.Mount Alexander Mail 9.6.1858

4.M.A.M. 24.9.1858
5.Tarrangower Times 8.3.1857
6.T.T. 11.12.1860
?.Advocate 48, 9.7.1947 p.16.
8.Advocate 48, 9.7.1947 p.16.
9.T.T. 16.6.1862
10.T.T. 6.10.1863
11.Advocate 48, 9.7.1947
12.Williams, p.78.

PARISH SECTIONS

3.6 PARISH SECTIONS
A1(13)
MOUNT TARRENGOWER ROAD
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: from 1857
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
G. Rayer 16.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:

Brewery
stone and timber; Houseweatherboard.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

Brewery - ruins; House - good; verandah
altered, windows altered.
SIGNIFICANCE: Long established brewery in Malden.
HISTORY: The springs area, where the
brewery is located, was important because
as reported by Howitt, 'water dealers have
sunk wells with great success. They are
called the Springs and here during the
summer all the people congregate and pitch
their tents for the sale of water.'1 Howitt
also reports on the first known brewer in
the area. 'In the pleasant valley of Tarrenw
gower we met with an old Bendigo acquain~
tance, Mr Thomas Laski, from London .
who has established a brewery there, and is
supplying almost the whole of the Tarren•
gower diggings with a wholesome beer,
instead of deleterious grog. We were surprised to learn that by the singular regulations of this most singular government, he is
not allowed to use malt for his beer, as if a
fermented liquor from malt was more
injurious than from sugar. •2
The next indication of a brewery at
Maldon is on the Swann Survey of c1856
which shows a brewery at the springs. Also
a photograph of the Maldon Brewery taken
cl 900 shows a sign stating that it was
established in 1856.
In March 1857, Thorne and Scott are
advertising a brewery at the Springs3 which
Thorne still occupied in October 1859
when he is shingling the Springs Brewery.4
An 1861 Mines Department map shows the
Springs Brewery in a similar position to the
extant ruins but the buildings appear to be
smaller. In May 1861 the Springs Brewery is
advertised for auction and is described as
a 'building of weatherboard with one end of
brick and stone and shingle roof . . . The
dwelling house contains four neatly fitted
room~ built of weatherboard with shingle
roof',.:> In June Thome is insolvent6 and
the building appears to have passed to the
mortgagees, Warnock Brothers: and in
September 1861 they are offering the
Brewery for sale.7 In November 1861 A.A.
Fielder leased the brewery and production
was resumed.8
In 1863 Charles Bryant returned to
Maldon and established the Maldon Brewery9.

PH61

Maldon Brewery cl 900

MALOON BREWERY RUINS AND HOUSE
The Tarrengower Times of December
1863 reports 'We are glad to see that the
Maldon Brewery is again at full work',
which appears to indicate that Bryant
took over an existing building. In June 1864
Chambers and Stowe announced they had
taken the Springs Brewery,10 In Moon,
published in 1864 the Directory lists both
Bryant & Co Maldon Brewery and J.B.
Stowe, Brewer, Springs Brewery.
In 1866, under a bill of sale, <\V.E.
Richards has instructions to sell by auction
on Wednesday next at 12 o'clock, on the
premises at the Springs, Maldon, the pro•
perty known as Bryant and Co's, Maldon
Brewery, together with boilers, mash tub,
coolers, stillages, casks etc'.11
The building was either purchased by
Warnock Brothers or retained by them.
In January 1867 Warnock Brothers are
advertising the Springs Brewery to let with
plant in complete working order, also
the adjoining dwelling house.12 This
appears to be the same building as advertised in 186 L They again offered the
building for sale in January 186813 and by
June the building is described as nothing but
a wreck and unlettable and James Warnock
offered to let anyone have the property
free of rent f9r the year, if they would put
it in repair.14 In the 1869 ratebook there
is only one brewery mentioned, owned by
James Warnock, which leads to the conclusion that since Bryant and Company
were operating from 1863 onwards that
they leased the brewery from J. Warnock,
Warnock definitely owned the Springs
Brewery but it would appear to have fallen
into disrepair by 1869, As an article written
in 1902 states that Bryant worked in a
partnership,15 Warnock could have been
one of the partners.
In the 1884 Directory, Charles Bryant
is described simply as a brewer. The 1885
register of breweries list the Brewery as
Bryant's. In 1888 Charles Bryant is reported
as 'establishing the Maldon Brewery in
1863, and still carries it on. The value
of the plant at Maldon is twenty thousand
pounds'_16 By 1891 the company had
become Marks & Co.17 and the 1893
Directory lists Charles Bryant as manager of
Marks and Co.
In 1898 Charles Bryant died and the
firm was taken over by his son William who
purchased the interests of the other partners in the business. The Brewery was
known as the Maldon Brewery and appears
to have been operated under the name
Marks and Co, The Brewery ceased operation in 1917.
The 1902 Cyclopedia of Victoria
devoted two pages to the brewery as the
largest non-mining industry in Maldon.
'The Maldon Brewery - this well-known,
extensive and important establishment was
founded in the year 1856 by the late Mr
C.J. Bryant, by whom it was carried on up
to his death in 1898. Commencing, as all
such industries did in the early days of
Victoria, on a small scale, the business went
on increasing, necessitating a corresponding
extension of the premises until they
attained their present magnitude . . . The
main structure is a handsome edifice of
stone and timber
. . The Brewery has
been built upon what is known as the
natural gravitational principle, the boiling
of the liquor or water and the mashing ·of
grain being conducted on the higher floors
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of a tower, from whence the wort flows into
coolers on a lower level, and thence into the
fermenting tubs, and again into the cleansing casks on the stillions, until it descends
into the barrels in the cellar, where it is
'fired' and made ready for distribution .
There are two spacious and solidly constructed cellars, well ventilated by fans
worked by steam power, a 12 h.p. engine
doing all the haulage, pumping, crushing,
fan working etc. The upper cellar measures
121 feet by 45 and the lower 50 x 48,
The stables and loose boxes ... are capable
of housing fifty horses; while the blacksmith
forge, paintroom and other adjuncts contribute to the completeness of the estab~
lishment'.
It would therefore appear that the build·
ing as it appeared cl 900 (see photograph
PH61, PH62, PH64) was an extended version of the plan shown on the 1861 map and
described in May 1861 when it was sold.
Therefore some parts of that structure
probably dated from late 1856/early 1857
when Thorne and Scott opened the Springs
Brewery. It would appear that in the 1860's
two breweries operated at the Springs but
by 1869 this was the only remaining one.
The names could have changed between the
two buildings.
The house could be that referred to in
the 1861 sale notice.

pansh
. Sect·
•

ions
Location of buildingm
. Parish sectlons.
.
MAP3

1 William Howitt, p.356 May 1854

2 Ibid. p.358
3 M.A.M. 18.3.1857
4 4.10.1859
5.T.T. 24.5.1861
6.T.T. 14.6.1861
7.T.T. 3.9.61
8 T.T. 5.11.61
9 Victoria and Its Metropoli$, Vol 2 p241
10 T.T. 21.6.1864
11 T.T. 13.3.1866
12 T.T. 4.1.1867
13 T.T. 3.1.1868
14 T.T. 16.6.1868
15 Cyclopedia of Victoria Vol 2 p393
16 Victqria and_lts_Metropolis Vol 2 p.241
17 1891-·92 Directory

PH62
G(lO)

ROENNFELDT'S COTTAGE

LONG GULLY ROAD

USE:

residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1866
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
L.W. Roennfeldt, no date
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; appears intact

SIGNIFICANCE: Small,

well

detailed

building, well-sited.

HISTORY: The Roennfeldt Brothers ran a
coaching service between Maldon and
Castlemaine from 1'862.l In February 1866
they called tenders for the erection of a
brick cottage in Long Gully ,2 which appears
to be ,the extant building.
l. T.!. 10.10.1862
2. T.T. 27.2.1866.

DICKMAN COTT AGE

G(15)
LONG GULLY ROAD
USE: vacant residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1860

FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
H. Dickman.19.10.1860

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

poor; unaltered condition
SIGNIFICANCE: Notable for its complex
of outbuildings, and important for its posi~
tion at the entrance to the town.

G(34)
SANDY CREEK ROAD
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!860
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
C. Marsler. 30.7.1860

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
stone and brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

poor; unaltered condition

SIGNIFICANCE: Interesting early building of unusual form, important for siting
on the creek. Also of interest are the creek
retaining walls and bridges.

MARSLER'S COTTAGE
HISTORY: This building appears to be the
building referred to in October 1861 as the'
Post Office in charge of Mr Morris at Sandy
Creekl, and described as being the premises
of Captain Morris of Sandy Creek who
auctioned Lots 31, 32 and 34 at Sandy
Creek near Maldon, and described as a substantial brick store 25 feet by 40 feet,
four rooms attached and used as a dwelling
house.2 The building is again advertised for
sale in July 1866 as a brick cottage, near
D'Orsa's, Sandy Creek Roact,3 (see G(80)).
I. T.T. 8.10.1861
2. T.T. 1.11.1864

3. T.T. 6.7.1866.
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Maldon Brewery (rear view) cl 900.

G(80)
SANDY CREEK ROAD

D'ORSA HOUSE

USE: vacant residence

HISTORY: The building appears to have
been constructed by 1866 as an advertisement for G(34) (see above) describes it as
being near D'0rsa's, Sandy Creek Road.I
The 1869 ratebook entry for D'0rsa is for
a stone house and land.

CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl865
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
A. D'Orsa 18.1.1864
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
stone

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

poor; unaltered condition

SIGNIFICANCE: Unusual form

of

I. T.T. 6.7.1866

build·

ing and largely intact cool store at rear.

G(J0S)

DUERS' COTTAGE RUINS

SANDY CREEK ROAD
USE: ruins
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1865
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
F. Duers 9.3.1874

CONSTRUCTION MATE RIALS:

timber, cottage, cob and adobe, sapling and
stone stables with paling roof.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

ruins

SIGNIFICANCE: Unusual materials in

an

interesting complex of ruins.

HISTORY: In 1867 F. Duers is described
as a blacksmith, High Street,1 but it appears
he had moved to Sandy Creek by 1868,
when he is described as a dairyman, Sandy
Creek Road.2 The- 1869 ratebook lists
buildings at Sandy Creek Road as well as
a slab dwelling at Sandy Creek Road.

The 1884~85 Directory lists Francis Duer
as a farmer thus it would appear these

buildings were part of the farm.
1. 1867 Directory
2. 1868 Directory.

1E(22)
CORNER HIGH STREET AND
LOWTHER STREET
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!860
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; fence not original, appears intact;
verandah end infilled? Verandah iron later
addition.

10(26)
NUGGETIY ROAD

USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!860
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
S.G. Dickson. 15.1.1878
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
stone and brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

HISTORY: Map M3. Lands Department
dated 1862 is a survey of the building allotments of Nuggetty. Some buildings are
marked on the map and these should be
investigated to see if they are the extant
buildings.

unknown; intactness unknown.

SIGNIFICANCE: Interesting group of
stone and brick buildings at what was an
important mining settlement.
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BOWE'S COTTAGE

10(43)
PEG LEG GULLY
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!860
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DA TE:
W. Bowe 16.9.1862
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
stone and brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good

SIGNIFICANCE: Part . of complex by
local st6nemason, William Bowe & Sons.
Note dry stone walling at rear of building.
HISTORY: William Bowe and his sons
John, Abraham and William were stonemasOnS from Cumberland, who arrived in

the district in the mid fifties. They opened
up a small quarry on their own property at
Peg Leg, and besides building their own
houses close to the quarry, constJucted
many mining buildings in the district.I
1. Information from Jim Bowe, Templeton
St, Malden. Quoted, Hatton & Others.

10(44)

BOWE'S COTTAGE

PEG LEG GULLY

USE:

residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl860
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
A. Bowe. 28.1.1875
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
stone

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good

SIGNIFICANCE:

Reconstructed
as
original after 1969 bushfires. Also note
stone barn at rear and dry stone walling.
Fence not original.
HISTORY: This was the birth place of
Colonel E,J, Bowe (Army Nurse), see
Williams p. 76.

10(59)

BOWE'S COTTAGE

PEG LEG GULLY
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1860
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
E.A. Green 16.9.1869
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:

Stone and brick

CONDITION
good.

AND

INTACTNESS:
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TOWN RESERVES

CEMETERY RESERVE

LODGE AND ROTUNDA

NUGGETTY ROAD
USE: cemetery
CONSTRUCTION DATE: Lodge 1866;
Rotunda cl 900.

FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
Cemetery Reserve. 7.1.1861.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
Lodge - brick. Rotunda - timber.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair

SIGNIFICANCE: The cemetery is

in

a

picturesque setting, with many early graves;
the buildings are an integral part of its
charm.
HISTORY: The first burial at the cemetery took place on 9th January 1857 ,1
although the reserve was not gazetted until
1861. Prior to 1857 burials took place near
to where the people lived as described by
Moon2 in 1864: 'One of the chief things
which marks Tarrengower as a diggings of
early date are the number of graves
scattered about on hills and in gullies. In
Fountain Street are the remains of rather an
extensive burial place, and many of the
present inhabitants have built their dwellings over or in close proximity to the last
home of former residents. But the most
romantic and beautiful spot of this description is situated on a hill, above the Springs
Hotel: there are two or three graves shaded
by evergreen wattle trees'. Before 1861
gazetting of the cemetery graves were dug in
no regular pattern. Only after the appointment of a resident sexton were the walks
laid gut and the graves dug in an orderly
way.3 The Lodge was erected in 186_64
as the sexton's residence. It was damaged in
bush fires in 1968. The Rotunda appears by
its style, to have been constructed around

1900.

Also of interest are the early graves;
there have been over 5000 burials including
121 Chinese. Most of the Chinese have had
their remains returned to China for reburial.
There is also a large brick Chinese funeral
oven of unusual design. This was for the
burning of offerings to the spirits of the
dead.

GOVERNMENT CRUSHING BATTERY

CROWN LAND
CORNER ADAIR AND EVANS
STREETS
USE: Crushing Battery.
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!900
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
various

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

L Williams p.48.
2. Moon, Tarrengower_ Past and Present
p.24.
3. U,.i<L
4. Williams, p.48.

fair

SIGNIFICANCE: The crnshing hattery is
still in use and is an operating link with
Maldon's gold era.
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HOSPITAL RESERVE
CORNER ADAIR AND CHAPEL
STREETS
USE: hospital
CONSTRUCTION DATE: first building
1860.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
Hospital reserve 24.12.1858.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good

SIGNIFICANCE: The main building was
constructed in stages and this gives it a very
unusual form and decoration. Some of the
wings added earlier this century add to the
complex's charm. Architect: D.R. Drape,
main centre block by T.F. Kibble.
HISTORY: 'The first hospital erected was
of wood (now the private residence of the
dispenser•- 1863), and the first patient
admitted was Richard Kennedy, on August
31,1859. This building being found too
small, a Government grant was obtained,
and funds raised by subscription, amateur
performances, concerts &c., and a new brick
edifice erected. The foundation stone was
laid by R.C. Mackenzie Esq., ... on June 25
1860. There being no female ward, another
wing was last year added (1862) together
with bathrooms &c.'l These buildings were
designed by D.R. Drape, architect, and the
builders_ were Hornsby and Brisco and T.
Calder,2 The central double storeyed
section was erected later and designed by

PUBLIC GARDENS RESERVE
FRANCIS STREET
USE: Croquet Club House.
CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl 890.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
Gazetted Public Gardens Reserve 1857,

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair later side addition.
SIGNIFICANCE: This small building,
erected for the Bowling Club in the early
1890's, adds charm to the group of buildings situated on the Public Gardens Reserve.

PUBLIC GARDENS RESERVE
FOUNTAIN STREET
USE: Council Storage
CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl870
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
Public Gardens Reserve. 1857.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair

SIGNIFICANCE: Simple brick building
that housed the Fire Brigade for over 80
years.

MALOON HOSPITAL
T.F. Kibble. The date of this has not been
ascertained. This was originally face brick
work and all three sections had single storey
verandahs around them and the whole
complex was enclosed by a picket fence.
Later the verandah was removed and plaster
pilasters, urns and the front entrance
portico was added and possibly the ground
floor facades were plastered and the fence
removed. A more ornate pediment replaced
the earlier one. The upper storey of the
central building and the gables of the wards
were face brickwork until recently painted.
1. Moon, Turengowe.L.....fa.s.Lill!d Present
p.21.
2. !hl4.

PH60
Hospital PH 59 Maldon Hospital c1885

CROQUET CLUB HOUSE
HISTORY: This was the original site of
the Bowling Club and is now used as the
Croquet Club. The Bowling Club was
formed by 1891 when they issued a set of
by•laws.1 A photograph taken <1..t about this
time was published in Williams/ and it can
be seen that the club rooms have not
changed from their original form.
1. Copy held at the Royal
Historical Society Library.
2. Williams. p.38.

Victorian

OLD FIRE STATION
HISTORY:

It would appear that this
simple brick building was constructed in
1873 when the Maldon Council formed a
brigade.1 The building had certainly been
built by 1874 as it can be seen in photo·
graph PH43. It may have been erected
earlier as a store of some kind and adapted
to Brigade use on its formation. The Brigade
became registered with the Country Fire
Brigades Board on its establishment in 1891
and vacated these premises in 1957 when
the new building was erected in High Street
(A(21)).
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Maldon Hospital c191S

PUBLIC GARDENS RESERVE
HIGH STREET
USE: Maldon Museum.
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1859.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
Public Gardens. Reserve 1857.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; 1865 porch later addition.
SIGNIFICANCE: This eady building has
played a central role in Maldon's civic life.
It served as the shire offices from I 865
until 1964. Architect Arthur Hartley.
HISTORY: One of the early projects
undetaken by the Borough Council, established 8 August 18581, was the erection of
a Market Hall to serve the town. The building was designed by a Mr Hartley, architect,
the builders being Jameson, Aitken and
Marshall. The foundation stone was laid by
Mr Wright, first chairm9,n of the municipality on 25 April 1859,2 The building was
of red brick with contrasting cream brick
arches over the windows and over the central arched opening. There was no porch
in the original design and the entry ar~h was
filled by two large timber doors.3 The
Market did not flourish and closed in the
mid 1860's, probably due to the depressed
conditions in Malden due to the crash of
many quartz mining companies and also due
to the competition from the larger Castlemaine Market, erected in 1862.4
The Shire Council, which had been
meeting until 1861 at the British and
American Hotel (A(9)) and later at the
Court House (section C), then decided to

MALOON MUSEUM (OLD SHIRE HALL)
convert the Hall for Shire purposes. In 1865
the porch was added at the front and the
timber floor was put in; the contractors
being Jamieson, Aitken and Marshall.5
The architect for these alterations is said
to have been Downes, the Town Surveyor at
Castlemaine, who designed the Castlemaine
Market Building.6 The hammer beamed
arches, which are a feature of the ceiling
were coflrtructed in 1871 to tie the walls
together. A new town hall was proposed
about 1890 and sketches prepared, but
nothing came of the scheme8 and it was not
until 1964 that the Shire Offices vacated the
Market Hall for their new offices.
The building has now become the Maldon Museum and as such retains its role as
an important central function for the town.
The building's setting has been much
improved by the recent demolition of
outbuildings on the Fountain Street side of
the Hall.

I. Moon, Tarrengower Past..i!lli! Present p14

2. Ibid. p15

3. Description from painting cl 860 by
D.R. Drape, original in Maldon Museum.
4. National Trust of Australia (Victoria)
notes on Malden, Castlemaine and District. 1975.
5. Hatton and Others. p177.
6. Information from Ray Bradfield, Castlemaine historian, but his source of information is not known.
7. Hatton and Others. pl 77.
8. Illustrated in Williams, p40.

PH43

Maldon Museum PH45 Market House
Watercolour D.R. Drape c1859.

RAILWAY RESERVE
HORNSBY STREET
USE: vacant
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1884.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
Railway Reserve.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
Station - brick.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good

MALOON RAILWAY STATION
for goods trains and in 1970 the Laanecoorie
tracks, which follow a picturesque route,
were torn up and at the end of 1976 the
Malden Castlemaine line was closed. The
Malden Castlernaine Railway propose opening the line as a tourist attraction and this
would appear to be feasible as the station
and tracks only require maintenance to
place them in running order.

SIGNIFICANCE: Small, simple station in
excellent setting. These buildings are an
important part of the town's setting.
HISTORY: Although the railway line
from Melbourne to Castlemaine was opened
in 18621, it took over twenty years to be
extended to Maldon. The-line was opened
on 16 June 1884.2 In March 1891, the
Maldon to Laanecoorie (Shelbourne line)
was opened3. The line appears never to have
flourished, but the station buildings, tracks,
turntable etc. are an important part of
Malden. From 1936 the line was used only

1. National Trust of Australia (Victoria),
Notes of Malden, Castlemaine and
district, 1975.
2. Hatton and others. p.58.
3. Diary of a Welsh Swagman. p.188.
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Shire Hall 1873.

4. INVENTORY OF MINES
AND OTHER SITES
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Maldon forms part of a triangle of
tourist attractions in the Central
Goldfields with Bendigo and Castlemaine. However, it is unique in Vic•
toria, providing an important, rich
and stable deep quartz mining area
spanning over seventy years. Although
it does not offer relics such as old
mining equipment found in Bendigo,
the mines provide an historic setting
for the township of Maldon. This
facilitates historic interpretation by
visitors to the town. The rural rather
than urban setting provides better
opportunity for development of recre•
ational activities, such as education
walking routes, picnic and camping
facilities.

The following inventory only lists the
sites where there remains a number of
identifiable relics from the mining era.

Description of Existing Site Condi
tions: A brief listing of mining acti
vity on the site has been given here.

Many smaller sites and relics are ·
scattered throughout the Maldon area
but it was not felt feasible to list every
identifiable site.

Date of Operation: Where possible an
indication of the length of time the
mine operated has been given. Many
of the sites on which these mines were
established were mined by other
companies or by small parties of
prospectors to a shallow depth and
thus it is very difficult to give a date
of the first mining done on a particular
site.

Where possible the following information has been included for each
each:
Section: This refers to the Crown
Section upon which the mine or site
is situated.
Name: The name of the mine or
object is given for identification.
Location: This has been indicated
by reference to the nearest street.

History of Mine or Site: A brief
resume of the mine's development
and importance has been included in
this inventory.

4.2 INVENTORY OF MINES AND OTHER SITES
SECTION A

DERBY, LADY DARLING AND NEW CHUM MINES

EAST OF TOBIN STREET
EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS:
Mullock heaps, machine footings, evidence
of old tramway between Beehive and
Derby Mines, quartz kilns.
DATE OF OPERATION: De,by Mine
1867; Lady Darling Mine ?; New Chum
Mine?
HISTORY: These three companies operated along the line of the Victoria Reef
which 'was picked up on the crown of the
steep hill overlooking Maldon's present
shopping centre. Numerous surface claims
reaped only small rewards, but good success was met with by the Derby Company
which worked the reef down to 1,220 feet
for a gross yield of 59,277 ounces. The
company made arrangements with the
Beehive Company to crush their dirt,
using a horse-tram for haulage' .1
1. Williams, Maldon and the Tarrangower

lliggip~...Q,11 .

3E

PH92

New Chum Mine cl887.

UNION MINE

REEF STREET
EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS:
Shaft and kilns.

DATE OF OPERATION:

Union
Company: 1862-c1900.
HISTORY: The original discovery of the
Eagle Hawk reef followed quickly after
Wilson's find in 1854 and created great
excitement.1 The Union company was
formed in about 1862 and included the
former claims of the Eaglehawk Union,
North Eaglehawk United, Esperance, Linscotts and Wellington Companies. Many

of the relics from nineteenth century
mining in this area were razed by the open
cut method of mining utilized by the Lone
Star Company in the 1960's.
L Williams, Ma]don and the Tarrangower
Jljgging.s.p.17.
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PHIi!

Derby United Mine cl915.

4C

GOVERNMENT CRUSHING BATTERY

CORNER ADAIR AND EVANS
STREETS
EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS:

----

Intact Battery Complex, cyaniding works
and tailings.

DATE OF OPERATION:

cl900

still operating.

HISTORY: See Building Inventory.

4D

ALLIANCE MINE

REEF STREET
EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS:
Machine footings and tailings.
HISTORY: This mine is situated on the
Eaglehawk Reef and was operated by the
Eaglehawk Association Company. 'The
Company's gold yield to 1868 was given as
33,750 ounces, and had risen rapidly by
December 31, 1886 to 312,600 ounces,
proving by far the richest mine on the
field . . . The company's two shafts,
Associated and Alliance, were taken down
to 1,550, feet and 1,250 feet respectively.
Crushing was done at the AHiance site,
close to the railway station.'1
1. Williams, Maldon and the TarrangoF.gl
~ p .1 7.

15
UNION STREET
EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS:

l'Hl 19 A Eaglehawk Alliance Mine.

SOUTH GERMAN MINE

Large dam, shaft and footings of associated works, mullock and tailing heaps.

DATE OF OPERATION: 1882-1918
HISTORY: German Reef, on which this
mine is situated was brought into prominence by the working of the deep ground
by this mine. 'After passing the 1,000
feet level (the shaft was put down eventually to 2,200 feet, the only one to exceed 2,000 feet), the reef continued to
hold rich gold several hundred feet down,
and the mine kept a place on the divi•
<lend list for years on end.
Here is an instance of the rnine's richness: Over a six years' period 1892 to
1896, the mine produced 96,086 ounces
and paid out one hundred and eighty one
thousand pounds in dividends, About this
time it was Victoria's leading gold producer. The mine also was equipped with
the latest gold recovery appliances, and
was one of the first to follow a South
African practice of gold recovery from
battery residues with cyanide solution.

The South German crushed 190,356
tons for 173,231 ounces and paid three
hundred and forty one thousand pounds
in dividends, equal to fourteen pounds,
four shillings per share (24,000 shares), a
record exceeded by few if any Victorian
Companies, measuring yield with dividends.
A large staff was employed, and when
underground operations were suspended
owing to water trouble in 1918, Maldon,
already on the decline, rapidly recessed
both in business and mining prestige.
Since the workings became flooded in
1918 water continues to flow from the
mouth of the shaft into a large dam,'1

1. Williams, Maldon and the Tarrangower
Diggings, p.19.
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PH80

South German. 1916.

CALADONIAN BATTERY

15(1)
HIGH STREET
USE: Ruins
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1868
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
R.D. Oswald 18.5.1880.
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
stone

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

ruins.

SIGNIFICANCE: One

of the largest
crushing batteries to operate in Maldon. The
site is interesting for the remains of quartz
kilns, footings, extensive channelling in local
stone and other relics from the crusher.
HISTORY: The crushing battery was
established on this site by David Chrystal.
A Lands Department Map dated 11 December 1856 shows Chrystal's Battery situated
opposite Crystal Street. The battery was
purchased by Robert Oswald and J_oh?
Robinson before October 1860 when 1t 1s
advertised in the Tarrengower Times.I In
October 1861 this partnership was dissolved
and the battery was carried on by Oswald
as the Caledonian Quartz Crushing Co. In
1862 Oswald called tenders
building a
boiler and stacks at the battery and photo·
graph PH58 (see page
) taken after 1866
appears to show the building after these
alterations were completed. The battery was
a collection of timber buildings at this stage.

foi

16A (C.L.)
Mining memorial

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1862.
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good

SIGNIFICANCE: Last

remaining mine
chimney in Maldon.
HISTORY: The Beehive Reef was worked
from the earliest days at Maldon. In 1869
Brough Smyth reported that 'previous to
the formation of the company, a very large
quantity of the precious metal was secured
from the same reef by private miners,
though the amount procured in that way it
would be almost impossible to arrive at
anything like a correct e_stimate. When the
reef was first worked the yield averaged
from 3 and 4 ozs per ton in one place, to a
depth of twenty feet from the surface, so
that the quantity of gold obtained must
have been very large from that particular
place alone'.1 The Beehive Mining Company
was formed bout 18602 when deeper mining became necessary. The chimney was
constructed in 1862. The Tarrengower
Times reported that 'The new stack at the
Beehive Mine is now completed, and as an
architectural design it is the admiration of
all beholders. Its base is ten feet square, and
twelve feet high, and the column tapers
from 8 feet diameter to four feet six inches
and is surmounted by a gothic block cornice
and embattled parapet. Height is a full 98
feet.'3 The chimney was designed by D.R.
Drape.4 In the early 1860's the Beehive was
one of the many companies to be pushed
near the edge of ruin by share speculation.
This is fully discussed in The GoJdfields of
Y.ictoria in 1862 By late 1862 the company
had recovered and was again operating
profitably.
The company later became the New
Beehive, and they wor:ked the reef to 1,300
feet. In 1886 a very nch patch of stone was
mined between the 600/700 feet levels.
A handsome cake of gold weighing 2,680
ounces was obtained from a relatively small
crushing of 30 tons, an average of 89-1/3
ounces per ton, probably the richest stone
ever mined in Victoria at any great depth.6
In 1897 R.A. Moon reported that t~e mine
had not been worked for some years.

PH91

Caledonian Crushing Mills c1887.

1. TarrengowerTimes 30.10,1860

2. TarrengowerTimes 16.12.1862

3. Moon, Tarrengower Past and Present
p.33.

BEEHIVE CHIMNEY

REEF STREET NEAR CORNER OF
PHOENIX STREET

USE:

In Moon, in 1864, Oswald advertised the
Caledonian Quartz Crushing Mills as being
recently thoroughly repaired and every
improvement added. It also states that it is
'the oldest established [ crushing mill] in
the district') In 1868 Oswald rebuilt the
buildings in stone as reported in the Tarrengower Times of 23 March 1868: 'We are
very much pleased to be able to announce
that the splendid new works in Long Gully,
which have been some time in hand, are so
far completed that a trial start was made
everything proves
yesterday at noon .
most satisfactory to the indefatigable and
enterprising owner Mr R.D. Oswald'. The
crusher appears to have operated until after
the turn of the century but by 1917 operations had ceased and the crusher was falling
into ruins. Today, remnants of these ex ten~
sive works can still be examined. The outline of the dam can clearly be seen, the
remains of the quartz ovens, footings of
the building and machines, the extensive
stone channelling that directed the stream
that ran along Long Gully and the logs that
formed the base of the bridge across the
channels are still in place.

The mine was. sold by public auction in
1918. In 1923 a severe thunderstorm
knocked off about seven feet. Later when
the stack was put up for sale, there was no
bidder, then the late T.B. Brook and W.E.
Preece decided they would buy it as a
monument to the gold won in Maldon and
its pioneers. The price paid at the auction
by the two gentlemen was $19.8
The chimney has recently been repaired
where bulging brick work was threatening
the stability of the stack. The chimney is
one of the largest surviving on any Victorian
goldfield.
1. R. Brough Smyth. The Goldfields and
Mineral Districts of Victoria. p.314.
2. Moon. Report on the Maldon Goldfield.

1897.
3. TarrengowerTimes 2.4.1862.
4. Williams, p.67.
5. The Goldfields of Victoria in 1862.

p.95--105.

6. Williams p.19
7. R.A. Moon, Report on the Maldon
Goldfield 1897.
8. The New Beehive Min~, a brief history
of the Beehive Mine, as told by Garnet
Pearce.

PH123 Beehive Works c1860,
D.R. Drape, watercolour.
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PH93

RuinsofCaledonianBattery 1917.

PARISH SECTION 3
NUGGETTY ROAD
EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS:

NUGGETTY REEF

Mullock heaps only.

DATE OF OPERATIONS:

1855cl 900.
HISTORY: Describing the finding of this
reef on the northern slopes of the
Nuggetty Ranges "a 'Times' reporter
wrote: 'A lad, Alexander Pettitt, searching
for stray horses, was attracted by glittering
ore on the surface of a steep hill. He and
two youths worked quietly for two
months before the secret of the find was
blown. The reef was rushed in January
1856'.
Within five years over nine tons of
gold, valued at approximately one million
pounds, were crushed from the reef at no
greater depth than 250 feet, mostly with
the use of primitive appliances.

PARISH 12 (C.L.)
PARKINS REEF ROAD

This reef, like many others ln the
district, was rich down to 150--200 feet,
then suddenly lost payable value. In 1899
the Nuggetty Extended Co. was on good
gold, and 94 tons crushed yielded 635
ounces, but this rich shoot soon petered
out.
Nothing is known of the reef's aggregate tonnage, nor of its average value, but
everything points to the average being
exceptionally high." 1

PHI 13 Old Nuggetty Mine.

1. Williams, Maldon and the Tarrangower
~p.21.

NORTH BRITISH MINE

USE: Mine ruins

CONSTRUCTION DATE: from 1856.
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
stone and brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

ruins

SIGNIFICANCE: This

was the largest,
most profitable and longest operating mine
in Maldon. It was the last major mine to
close. It closed in 1926.
HISTORY: The Parkins Reef area was
opened up by small groups of miners. One
of the earlier prospectors in the area was
Robert Dent Oswald. He was one of the
organisers of the two mining companies
that operated in the area: the Parkins Reef
Association and the Independent Association, both of which he finally owned.
Under his sole ownership he concentrated
the mining operations on the present site
and developed one of the largest and best
equipped mines in Maldon.
In 1862 the progress of the early years
of the Parkins Reef company is reported
'
. the Parkins Reef Company entered the
field. Happily, this scheme engaged the
attention of local capitalists only. Its
progress was slow, the speculative element
having been wholly discarded by its promoters and in its management. It was originated for the purpose of buying up and
working claims on a well-known and really
auiferous reef, that had been worked dawn
to the water level. There was rich stone
under the water, but the flow was greater
than man and horse collld overcome, and
the capital of the holders was insufficient
to provide steam power. The directors
wisely resolved, seeing what was passing
around them, to owe no man anything,
preferring to develop their enterprise slowly,
and as their funds afforded, rather than rush
in as others had done, forestall calls, create
mortgages, and so bring down upon them•
selves the certain ruin that had come upon
the Perserverance and other companies
similarly situated. As calls came in, therefore, they bought a magnificent engine of
sixty horse-power, and put up a battery of
twenty-four revolving stamps, with an amal•
gamating apparatus. They excavated a large
and deep dam, and they sank and timbered
a very fine shaft to the water level. The
plant is, probably, the best in all the district; but pumps have still to be put down,
and the water to be overcome, before
returns can be obtained. The company is
free from debt; the arrears of calls are

sufficient to meet the cost of pumps; and it
is for the few shareholders who are in
arrears to discharge their obligations to the
company, to enable it to attain at once a
satisfactory position. Tributors are now
working the upper ground; and on the day
when I looked over the plant and claim they
had brought up some beautifully rich stone
from the main body of the reef, at the water
level. The success of this company, there•
fore, is as certain as its present position is
sound. On the same reef, and at no great
distance, the Independent Company has
placed· its large machinery. It was formed
soon after the Parkins, and it made the great
mistake of refusing to co-operate with that
company, preferring to work its own ground
with its own machinery. The result is that
two powerful crushing machines, capable
of putting through 400 or 500 tons of
quartz per week, have been built within a
couple of hundred yards of each other, and
that both are idle, or nearly so. A very large
amount of capital has thus been spent,
where half would have supplied all that the
Parkins wants, and have thoroughly opened
up the reef. When the amount of money is
calculated which might have been obtained
from the quartz, and dispensed in wages and
dividends in the district, during the last
twelve or fifteen months, had those two
companies been united, the folly of the too
independent members of the Independent
Company becomes grimly apparent.'1
This prudent attitude appears to have
been that of Oswald, as he built up the
company. 'In its years of prosperity, when
the mine was in full production, there were
approximately 120 miners employed working three shifts. At the time of ceasing work,
the mine had an up to date plant including
cyanide and chlorination works. The poppet
head stood at 72 feet. The air compressor
had a capacity far 20 rock drills and was
also used to pump air down the shafts. The
mine was worked by steam. The two boilers,
of 2 H.P., were 7'6" in diameter and 16' in
length and had a working pressure of 120
lbs per sq. inch. They burned wood at the
rate of 90 tons per week. According to the
Mines Department, the amount of gold won
between 1885 and I 926 was 300,000
ounces. The shaft was sunk to a depth of
1670 feet and, in February 1961, the timber
in the shaft somehow caught alight and
burnt down to the water level of ninety
feet. •2
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PHIOO Oswald's North Britislt 311d
North British Extended Mines cl 900.
Apparently after Oswald's death in
1891 the leadership needed for the enter•
prise was not provided by his son, Robert
Dent Oswald Junior, and with the combination of factors - World War l, rising
labour costs and low prices of gold - the
mine closed in August 1926. In February,
1927, it was sold by public auction.
The remaining mine relics at the North
British are the most ex tensive and intact
~urviving. From the remaining kilns, buildmg and machinery footings, and other
works, the vastness of the mining operations
here can be imagined.
1. The Goldfields of Victoria. in

1862.

p,112.
2. Oswald's Gold Min~North British...
Maldon, Victor.ill, by Col. Gibson,
(typescript).

PARISH 12 (Public Reserve)
PARKINS REEF ROAD
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1865
CONDITION AND INTACTNESS:
stable

SIGNIFICANCE: Long tunnel of tourist
interest as it is readily accessible.
HISTORY: The first indication of com"
mencement of the tunnel appears to be the
reference in Patterson's 'The Goldfields in
Victoria in 1862'. In discussing the Grand
Junction Company which was formed to
amalgamate work on Manton's Gully Reef
and Lisle's Reef, the author refers to: 'A
proposal has been made to the directors, it
may be added, for the driving of a tunnel
right through Mt. Tarrengower, to com~
mence in the Grand Junction Company's
ground - a proposal which may lead to
important results, both to the company
and to the district, if it is carried out.'
The tunnel's progress is next mentioned in
1869: 'One tunnel, of more than ordinary
importance, has been commenced at Mal"
don, for the purpose of cutting and working
the auriferous veins which intersect Mount
Tarrengower. The miners who have under"
taken the work have introduced boring
machines, somewhat similar to those used in

CARMAN'S (INTERNATIONAL) TUNNEL
the construction of the Mount Cenis
Tunnel, but with what beneficial results I
am unable to say' .1 The tunnel appears to
have yielded low returns and to have been
taken over by another company as in 1897
Moon refers to the Grand International
Tunnel mine. 'This mine, situated near the
head of a gully, which passes close to the
Independent mine on the west, represents
the expenditure of a considerable amount
of capital for compratively trifling results.'2
A later article on the tunnel states that
the project was commenced in August 1865
by six experienced miners from the 'North
British Mine ... and ... work was carried
on for about three years, but the project
did not pay ... The last work carried out on
the tunnel was in 1932'.3 The Tunnel was
opened to the public by the Maldon Pro"
gress Association in 1964.
1. R. Brough Smyth. The Goldfields and
Mineral Deposits of Victoria. p.230.
2. R.A. Moon.~on the Maldon Goldfield 1897.
3. Souvenir of Carman's Tunnel._ Maldon
Progress Association.

PARISH RESERVED FOREST AREA
LISLE'S REEF AND SPRING AND TARGET GULLIES
MOUNTTARRENGOWER
EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS:
Remains of mine shafts, tunnels and
mullock heaps.

DATE OF OPERATION: 1856HISTORY: Lisle's Reef was discovered
by an employee of Dr. Lisle's, out search"
ing for a horse; he brought back a rich
specimen, and the subsequent search for
a reef proved successful. This reef was
situated on the southern slope of Mount
Tarrangower, 'Lisle and Napier, who
worked together on equal shares, had a
wonderful run of luck, neeting thirty-four
thousand pounds within 10 months' .1
Manton's Gully was situated southward
of Lisle's Reef, Of the mines operating in
the gully 'the Grand Junction mine figured
prominentlv in the Sixties as a rich gold
producer'.z

There were many other mines worked
in the gullies of Mount Tarrangower and
the whole mountain shows evidence of
this mining activity. "A reef situated at its
apex, opened by Charles Gottfried
Schmidt, had value up to two ounces per
ton but was abandoned 'not proving
payable' ".J

1. Williams, Maiden and the Tarrangower
)2jggjng.s,p.23.
2. loc. cit.,
3. !]:>jg., p.27.
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PHl 12 Grand Junction Mine.

5. HISTORICAL RECONSTRUCTION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
One aim of this study is to reconstruct
the commercial area ( the Historic
Interest Zone) of Maldon as it would
have appeared at the turn of this
century. The reconstruction drawings
will therefore help establish the intactness of surviving buildings and the
authenticity of building elements and
components. Where evidence exists,
the appearance of now demolished
buildings has been authentically documented. This information will provide
guidelines for any conservation, restoration or reconstruction work that
might be undertaken in the town.
The study of the present day condition of the Historic Interest Zone
(June 1977) was assisted by the
Department of Surveying at the
University of Melbourne under the
supervision of Mr. Leo Rivett. Mr.
Rivett made a photogrammetric study
of Templeton Street north side between Edwards Street and Reef Street.
Due to the low scale of buildings in
the central area of the town it was
decided to survey the remainder of
the Historic Interest Zone photographically. This was undertaken in
conjunction with a conventional surveying programme to determine
dimensions and levels. Photographic
prints were produced at close intervals, usually for each verandah bay.
These were perspective corrected and
scaled at I: 100.
The direct contact with towns people
made by the consultants at this period
proved valuable in publicising and
explaining the study.
Francis Street, whilst part of the
defined Historic Interest Zone, was
not surveyed due to the spread out
and non-commercial nature of the
area. For the same reason, the recommended extensions to the Historic
Interest Zone were also not surveyed.
The principal source of information
used for reconstruction drawings was a
collection of early photographs of
Maldon compiled over the length of
the study. Photographic sources and
an inventory of illustrations is included in Appendices 2 & 3.

Other primary sources were the
Maldon Index and the collection of
ratebooks held by the Shire of Maldon
(Refer to Bibliography). Using this
information it was possible in many
cases to determine dates of building
construction and the original uses of
the buildings. In this way it was
possible to date many of the photographs in the early photos index and
consequently establish an idea of how
the town looked at various stages in its
development..
The year 1900 was defined for the
date of reconstruction drawings. In the
case of buildings constructed just
after this date, for example, the
Shakespeare Hotel (1907), it was
considered academic to re-draw the
earlier building, particularly as in this
case, no record of the earlier timber
hotel was discovered. In some cases,
lack of illustrative sources has made
it impossible to provide any reconstruction evidence. Where no early
photograph existed of a building, but
upon inspection the construction date
was found to be prior to l 900, the
building has been included in the
reconstruction streetscapes. Allotments in the Historic Interest Zone
are often not subdivided at right angles
to the street. This has resulted in the
side facades of many buildings also
presenting to the principal elevation.
However, it was decided to show only
the elevations parallel to the street.
The reconstruction drawings have been
prepared at a scale of I: 100; these
have also been reduced to l :300 and
presented to show continuous streetscapes. In the building inventory (see
p . 5 ) buildings are shown at the
scale of 1 :JOO -· where necessary due
to space requirements, only a portion
of bay of the building is shown with a
1 :300 scaled drawing of the whole
building included.
After p.70 continuous streetscapes
can be viewed as they would have
appeared in 1900 and as they appeared
in June 1977. When viewed together,
it is possible to see how a streetscape
form has changed over the years, and
which buildings still remain from the
last century.
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The study shows that a remarkable
portion of the commercial area of Mal~
don remains substantially intact. This
is unlike the township of Beechworth,
where similar reconstruction drawings
were prepared in November 19761 and
only predominantly large public buildings, banks and hotels remain intact.
In Maldon many of the original shopfronts survive though others have been
considerably altered, often with
modernized window and door openings, painted brickwork and rebuilt
shopfronts. The reconstruction drawings in this report should facilitate
and encourage the reconstruction or
restoration of any of the buildings
within the Historic Interest Zone. It
has been found in Beechworth that
the provision of reconstruction information and guidelines has fostered
interest of both the Shire and property
owners to restore accurately shop
fronts and buildings. The reconstruction drawings themselves only indicate
building elements that can be positively identified from old photographs
and illustrations. Wherever a recon~
struction drawing lacks detail (due to
lack of visual information) reference
should be made to other sources.
These are outlined in Appendix 4.
l. Faculty of Architecture, Building and
Town and Regional Planning, Beechworth-Historical
Reconstriiction
Nitional Estate proJect 228·; Novemb~

1976.
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APPENDIX 1

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The history of Malden has already been investigated by various people and organisations and many of these sources have been
used in preparing this report. Since most of the data in these histories was collected for purposes other than those relating to

Maldon's built environment, they are not, in the main, directly applicable to this study and need to be searched for specific
references to buildings.
In 1966 an index was compiled by Dr. M.B. Lewis and Mr. W. Hatton in preparation for a publication concerning Maldon.
This was prepared subsequent to their involvement, as undergraduates, in a project by the Melbourne University School of
Architecture on Maldon. In 1964 a group of second year Architecture students compiled a series of measured drawings of
various buildings in Malden; these were accompanied by a five volume history ofMaldon, compiled by four fourth year students.
Both these works, but particularly the index, were extensively used. The index was continued until 1971 by M.B. Lewis.
Two published histories of Maldon also provided information. The first, published in 1864, Tarrengower Past and Present, by
J .G. Moon was useful for giving valuable information on the early development of Maldon. The second, Ma/don and the Tarrangower Diggings, by A.J. Williams, was published in 1953 to celebrate Maiden's centenary year. This gives an interesting resume of
Mal don 's history but does not contain many references to his sources of information so in some cases it is difficult to check

facts.
These basic sources have been augmented by the following publications and sources of information. Many of these have only
been used for information on specific buildings or for small points in the general history of Maldon, but are included here in an
attempt to give a comprehensive list of works relating to Malden.

1. OFFICIAL SOURCES
Shire of Maid on Rate books:
1866--68
Earliest ratebook located. These years are in one volume and the entries are listed alphabetically with few
references to section and allotment numbers. Consequently, little information has been found from this source.

1869

To be useful, full indexing would be required.
This volume was thoroughly searched and indexed by Lewis and Hatton and their findings included in the Index
listed above. At the time of compilation of that Index it was believed that this was the only surviving ratebook
from that period.

1872-74

One volume, listed in alphabetical order, not all entries described by section and allotment, so again difficult to
extract information.

1875-77
1879-1906
1907

Alphabetical order with allotment numbers.
All volumes exist and entries are alphabetical, with description by section and allotment.
This volume has the entries listed by section and allotment number which makes location of the allotment in
question much easier and gives a reference point for investigation.

Unfortunately, due to the limited time for the study and the difficulty in locating material in the ratebooks, only some buildings
were traced using this information. In many cases further work, using these books could indicate the building's date of consstruction.

2. CONTEMPORARY BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS
An Australian Colony; the Government Handbook of Victoria, 1898.
R.V. Billis & A.S. Kenyon, Pastoral Pioneers of Port Phillip; Melbourne 1932.
William Evans ed., Diary of a Welsh Swagman. 1869-1894, Macmillan & Co., Melbourne 1975.
The diarist Joseph Jenkins Jived near Malden from about I 881 and worked for the Council from I 885 to 1893 during which
time he had a small hut somewhere near the railway station. The diary has been edited but contains many references to
everyday life in Malden albeit through somewhat biased eyes.
J.C. Patterson, The Goldfields of Victoria in 1862, Melbourne 1863. pp95-l I 7.
Report on the Malden goldfields, especially with the financial difficulties experienced due to share dealings in the Mining
companies.

William Howitt, Land Labour and Gold; or Two Years in Victoria, 2 vol. London, 1855.
Howitt spent from January to May 1854 in the Malden area and wrote vivid descriptions of the early gold rush scenes and
difficulties.
William Kelly, Life in Victoria in 1853 and Victoria in 1858, 2 vols. London 1860.
Vol. 2 p.65 gives a resume ofMaldon's early rush and the change to quartz mining.
Effie E. Laidler and Vera Delahenty ,Ma/don, 1947.
This short history of Malden is more useful as an insight into the town's life in the 1940 s than as a strict history of Malden
Ma/don Methodist Jubilee, 1855-1905.
Jonathan George Moon, Tarrengower Past and Present, a History of Maldon from 1853. Reminiscences of the Good Old Times,
Malden 1864.
This is a most valuable reference work on Maldon's early development. It states when many of the earlier buildings were

erected and by whom they were designed and built. The advertising pages and the business directory are also extremely
valuable in tracing businesses and their premises.
R.A. Moon, Report on the Ma/don Goldfield, Mines Department, 1893.
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James Smith (ed.) Cyclopedia of Victoria, 3 vol. Melbourne 1903-5.
Volume 2 p.389--401 Chapter on Maldon containing a description of the town about 1900 and followed by biographies
of the leading men of the town. These include Robert Dent Oswald Jnr, James Henry Rule, William John Bryant, Albert
Richmond, William Dabb, Arthur Sydney Robinson, John Somer, Hugh Pettitt, John Wesley Rowse, John T. Couchman,
F.C. White, Thomas Hayes, John Bowen, Henry Gonsal, James Penrose, James Ure, John James McFarlane, John Paull, and
R. London. Also included is a long article on the Mal don Brewery.
R. Brough Smyth, The Goldfields and Mineral Districts of Victoria. Melbourne 1869.
pp.230-280 gives information on Ma!don mines. pp.313-316 Glossary of Mining terms.
Alexander Sutherland (ed.) Victoria and Its Metropolis, 2 vol. Melbourne 1888.
Vol. 2 pp.239-263 description of Maldon followed by biographies of local townspeople including Charles T.P. Bryant,
John William Massey, George Merrifield, Samuel Dabb, James Elliot, David J.P. Marshall, Robert Dent Oswald.
George H.F. Ulrich, Notes and Observations on the Nuggetty Reef, Ma/don. Melbourne (I 865?)
Short work on localised area of gold mining which discusses the work of the Alliance Co. and the Speculation Co. along this
reef.

William Westgarth, Victoria and the Australian Gold Mines in 1857, London 1857.

3. NEWSPAPERS
Mount Alexander Mail.
This was searched in the 1850 s, prior to the establishment of the Tarrangower Times, by M.B. Lewis and W. Hatton and
included in their index. All references to this source have come from the index.

Tarrangower Times.
June 15, 1858 to approximately 1868. These issues were investigated and noted by M.B. Lewis and W. Hatton and it is from
this source that tbey have been extracted.
A publication by the Tarrangower Times, Descriptive Souvenire of Past and Present Picturesque Ma/don, Date unknown is
no longer in the LaTrobe Library pamphlet collection and no other copy was located during the study so this source could
not be investigated.

4. DIRECTORIES
1856
Butler and Stevens, Sandhurst, Castlemaine and Echuca Directory.
This Directory has not been located and therefore not consulted.
1865
Bailliere's Victorian Gazetteer and Road Guide, compiled by P. Whitworth, Melbourne 1865.
This gives a description of Maldon, its location, boundaries and main business pursuits.
1866--67
Butler and Brooke's National Directory of Victoria, Melbourne.
Directory of residents in alphabetical order giving street names (55 entries mainly commercial).
1867
Butler and Stevens, Sandhurst, Castlemaine and Echuca Directory.
Alphabetical directory giving street names (l 76 entries). Also Trade and Professional Directory.
1868
Official Post Office Directory of Victoria.
Extensive listing ofMaldon's Occupants giving occupations. (Approximately 600 entries).
1879
Bailliere's Victorian Gazetteer and Road Guide, compiled by Robert P. Whitworth, Melbourne 1879.
As the information contained in this edition is almost identical with the 1865 edition, the accuracy of this edition is questionable.
1884-5
Victorian Post Office Directory, Melbourne, Wise, Caffin and Co. 1884.
Alphabetical lists of names and occupations (104 entries).
1891-92
Victorian Post Office Directory, Melbourne, Wise, Caffin and Co.
Alphabetical listing of names with occupations, only business and professional names. (109 entries).
1893
Victorian Post Office Commercial Directory 1893.
Alphabetically listed names with occupation - only business and professional names. (121 entries).
1895-96
Commercial Directory of Victoria, compiled by G.F. Wilton, Melbourne, Australian and New Zealand Publishing Company
1895.
Alphabetical listing of names with occupation (93 entires).
1907
Sands and McDougall Country Commercial Directory.
Here, commercial businesses are listed by streets and the order they are found in the street. This was a valuable reference

point for locating which shop was occupied by what business at this time (140 entries).
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5. LATER WORKS
Included are many pamphlets published for tourist and publicity purposes. Although these are not a good source for historical
facts, they provide information to be verified which otherwise would be overlooked.

Advance Maldon Association,Picturesque Ma/don, Maldon, Wilson and Zenna. 19- (date unknown).
A copy is in the Mitchell Library New South Wales. This has not been sigbted.
'Deson' (Col. Gi!bson), Ma/don •· The first Notable Town in Australia, Castlemaine 1972.
A small pamphlet which sets out many items of interest in the town. Has a chronological listing of events in Maldon's
history.
James Flett, The History of Gold Discovery in Victoria, Melbourne 1970.
This book is well referenced and gives an excellent account of the disagreement surrounding the discovery of gold at Maldon
and the confusion of dates of the discovery.
Col. Gibson,Maldon and Gold, produced by the Maldon Progress Publicity and Tourist Association, Maldon 1976.
This gives a brief resume ofMaldon's history in pamphlet form.
Souvenir of Australia's First Notable Town, Castlemaine, undated.
Pamphlet produced for tourist purposes.
National Trust of Australia (Victoria),Notes on Ma/don, Castlemaine and District. (Revised 1.11.1974).
Proposals for the Conservation of Maldon, 1969.
A.J. Williams, A Concise History of Ma/don and the Tarrengower Diggings, Melbourne, 1953.
This history was produced for the 1953 Centenary of Maldon. Much use is made of J.G. Moon's history published in 1864
and this is supplemented by articles and items of interest from the local newspapers and other sources. Unfortunately, the
work is not footnoted and therefore the sources of much of the information could not be investigated.

6. LATER MANUSCRIPT SOURCES
Derek N. Baker (Post Office Historian), One Hundred and Twelve Years of Postal Service at Ma/don, prepared in the late !960's.
Copy of typescript held at the State Library of Victoria.
R.K. Cole, Collection of Hotel Records - Manuscript collection, S.L.V. R.K. Cole was head brewer at Carlton United Breweries
and he collected information on hotels and licensees. These are in the form of pencilled notes listed by town, alphabetically
in ledger-type books. These have been supplemented by information from Liquor Control Commission Records supplied
by Mr. Connors.
Col. Gibson, Oswald's Gold Mine, The North British, Ma/don, Victoria. Typescript.
As the sources of this article are not appended, many of the facts should be verified from other sources.
Hatton, Hills, Lewis, Murray, Murray ,Ma/don, History Thesis, 1964; Melbourne University, School of Architecture Library.
This was a valuable source as it not only covered the general history of Maldon, but concentrated on the town's built

environment. One problem with its use was the rather haphazard footnoting so that not all facts could be checked.
Hatton and Lewis, Ma/don Index, compiled 1966-1971. This index is currently held by Dr. M.B. Lewis at the Melbourne
University School of Architecture. It has indexed all infonnation gathered about Maldon under name headings that are filed
alphabetically. The basic index was compiled using the names of the original purchasers of land in Maldon. This information
is available from Crown Land and Survey Department maps. Under each name, all information gathered about that person
was placed on cards and filed. The sources used were:~

,

- The Mount Alexander Mail (Castlemaine newspaper) for the period prior to the publication of the Tarrangower Times
newspaper (15 June 1858).
- The Tarrangower Times was indexed from 15 June 1858 until approximately 1868.
1856 Electors Roll for the Legislative Assembly.
1869 Ratebook, Shire ofMaldon.
•· For allotments in High and Main Streets, title searches were undertaken and the information indexed.
Some information from other publications, acknowledged where the infonnation has been used.

Information from local people regarding buildings.
Garnet Pierce, The New Beehive Mine, a brief history of the Beehive Mine, typescript held at the Royal Victorian Historical
Society Library.

7. MAPS
DATE

TITLE

DESCRIPTION

Plan of Portion of Township and
Suburban Allotments at Maldon

signed by John Templeton but undated. Shows Sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

1855

Untitled

13 March
1856

Plan of Suburban Allotments near
Maldon

7, 8.
Suburban Allotments 1, 2 to north of Franklin Street. Lands Department Map MB.
Was], relief outline of hills, shows Bryant's Station and basic outline
of streets and sections of Maldon. Date added later. Map held in the
Map Room, State Library of Victoria, Ref. Mines Dept. 824.2.A,
1855.
signed Thomas Adair, assistant surveyor. Shows in inset 2 blocks at
the Springs marked W. Cooper and E. Reyer.
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11 Dec.
1856

Town Allotments in and adjoining
the Township Reserve Maldon.

Shows part of Sections 1-7 and whole of Sections 9-15 and
Section A.

Buildings are marked and annotated with owner's name and use.
Signed Hugh Swann, Assistant Surveyor.
Held at Map Room, State Library of Victoria. Lands Department
Map Maldon 1857.
18 March
1857

Plan of Suburban Lands for Sale
Shewing [sic] the Maldon Cemetery
Roads at the Springs near Maldon.

signed Thomas Adair. Map shows position of Thome's Scotts
Brewery on what appears to be the site of the extant ruins. Lands
Department Map M8. 1857.

17 May
1859

Township of Maldon and Suburbs

signed R. Brough Smyth. Shows warden's quarters and what
appears to be first court house. Mines Department Archives.
1227 /m/1.

undated

A Plan of the Town of Maldon at
Tarrangower and the Allotments for
Sale in Long Gully.

signed H. Swann Surveyor. Has note regarding occupiers of
allotments applied for. This map appears to have been prepared
prior to the sale of Section A in 1857.
Denominational School (11, Church Reserve), Court House
(Section C), Wesleyan Hall (Section A), Kangaroo Hotel A(I ),
3 buildings on A(2), 2 buildings on A(4), Building on A(5).
Lands Depar_tment Map MS.

undated

Plan of Suburban Allotments
South of the Township of Maldon.

Surveyed by J.B. O'Mealy.
Shows allotments along Parkins Reef Road with buildings
marked.
Map also signed T.W. Couchman Acting D.S. 29.4.1862.
Lands Department Map M 15.

16 Dec.
1862

Plan of Garden and Building
Allotments at Nuggetty Reef.

Surveyed by J.B. O'Mealy.
Shows buildings at Nuggetty, including Quartz Crushing Steam
Mill and Nuggetty Hotel.
Lands Department Map. M3.

5 August
1861

Plan No. I of the Township of
Maldon.

undated

Special Lands South of the
Township of Maldon.

undated

Special Lands, Parish ofMaldon.

Surveyed by Edward Bage, Contract Surveyor.
Allotment along Peg Leg Gully Sections Vll, VIII, VI, V, Ill, II,
X, IX, has buildings marked.
Photo-Lithographed 29 October 1863.
Map Room, State Library of Victoria, Lands Department Map
Mal don I 863.

undated

Special Allotments, Parish of Maldon

Mark Amos, Contract Surveyor.

'Shewing the auriferous workings, quartz reefs, leases, darns,
reservoir, area of watershed etc'.
Robert Nankivell Mining Surveyor. Mines Department.
Surveyed by J.B. O'Mealy.
Sections I B, IA, 1 & 2 with buildings marked. Lithographed
22 May 1862.
Map Room, State Library of Victoria, Lands Department Map,
Mal don 1862.

Shows Sections VII, X, XA, XIA, VIJI, F, G, Ill, V, VA.
Has buildings marked. Photo-lithographed 4 April 1867.
Map Room, State Library of Victoria, Lands Department Map.
Maldon 1867.
undated

Special Lands, Parish of Maldon.

Edward Bage, Contract Surveyor. Sections II, Cemetery, Ill, VI,
VII, V, Vlll, X, JX. Buildings marked. Photo-lithographed
8 April 1867.
Map Room, State Library of Victoria, Lands Department Map,
Maldon 1867.

3 Nov.
1899

Allotments and Extension of Streets,
Township of Maldon

A.B. Lang, Assistant Surveyor.
Shows buildings, old mine shafts, cyanide works etc. Chinese camps.
Crown Land Map M448B.
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APPENDIX 2

ILLUSTRATIONS

Illustrations of early Maldon, collected throughout the study, have been mounted on cards, and filed according to section and
Allotment number. The source of the illustrations, a brief description and date (where possible) and the film and frame number
are noted on each card. It is envisaged that any photos discovered after the completion of the conservation study can thus easily

be added to this filing system. The sources of early illustrations of Maldon are listed below and an inventory of photographs
included.

2.1 SOURCES OF ILLUSTRATIONS
(l) Illustrations at Libraries, Museums and Institutions:
Historical Illustration Collection, Maldon Museum, Maldon.
The most extensive collection of early illustrations of Maldon is housed in the Maldon Museum, Maldon. The collection is not
catalogued, all old photos being on display. The collection covers the following subject matter:
Photographs of early Maldon
The Maldon Brewery
The Maldon Hospital
Early mine sites and miners
Early hotels in and around Maldon.
The Maldon School
Commercial Establishments.
Important illustrations include:
Panorama looking west from Victoria (Derby) Hill, dated cl 867, showing a 180 degree view of the town.
Panorama looking north east from Anzac Hill dated c1875, showing a clear view of High Street, East side.
A painting by D.R. Drape, architect, of the 'Maldon Museum' (originally built as the Market House in 1859) before the addition
of the front porch. The Court House is seen on the right.
State Library of Victoria - Latrobe Library Illustrations Collection.
Main Street (Hl994Z MC? DW6ENV15A) 1934
Electric telegraph and Post Office.
Maldon (Hl944 MC7 DEW6 ENV ISA) cl860
High Street, Maldon, Tarrengower, cl 860.
(H1943 MC7 DR6 ENVISA)
View from Beehive Company Works, Maldon.
(Hl945 MC7 DRW ENVISA).
State Savings Bank of Victoria - Maldon Branch.
The bank holds two early photos of the State Savings Bank. One is viewed across from High Street West side and includes Bank
Corner (the Bank of Victoria). The second photo shows the SSB branch in 1934 without its verandah, much as it exists today.

(2) Illustrated Journals and Periodicals:
Cyclopedia of Victoria, Vol 2, 1903, p.400. Illustration shows J.J. McFarlane's Commercial House, now Ivor Sampson's premises, High Street East Side.
p.390 Panorama view of Maldon looking North.
p.401 Photo of R. London Grocer (late Punshon & Co) now Merlo's, High Street East side.
Port of Melbourne Quarterly, Jan-Feb 1967.
p.42 Illustration of Maldon News, High Street East side, now demolished.
Weekly Times, Dec. 14, 1895. p.l l 'Round and about Mal don', a collage of photos which include:
Main Street, Maldon.
Shire Hall.
Derby United Mine.
Eaglehawk Consolidated Mine.
State School.
Weekly Times, April 19, 1902. Charity Carnival at Maldon.
Photographs of Exhibits.
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3. Illustrations in Private Collections:
Alexander, Mr. K.
.
Mr. Alexander has a collection of early photos, the most important being:
.. Main Street, Maldon cl 870, showing Martin's Victoria Dining Rooms (demolished, now the Maldon Hotel), and Victoria
House (demolished, now Tobin's Buildings).
Gibson, Mr. C.
Mr. Gibson has a large collection of early photographs. Important illustrations include:
- Scene from Victoria (Derby) Hill cl 870, showing the British and American Hotel and the Exchange Hotel, now both
demolished.
- Warnock Brothers Beehive Stores, High Street West side, cl 870.
•· Early photos of the Methodist Church, dated cl 870, and 1924.
Lewis, Dr. M.
The most important early photos held by Dr. Lewis include:
The Bank of New South Wales (now the C.B.C.) showing original wrought iron gate and gold smelter.
- J.J. Matthews Plumber, High Street East side, a two storey shop now demolished.
Martin, Mr. A.
Mr. Martin has several early photographs of Mal don which irtclude:
- Bank Comer when it was Carpenters Buildings and Undertakers with the original Kangaroo Hotel in the background.
- T. Calder Ironmongers, Cnr Dolphin and Main St.

2.2 INVENTORY OF MALOON PHOTOGRAPHS
For ease of identification, photos are listed according to Section and Allotment numbers, and all panorama photos listed
separately at the end under panorama photos. Evi(jence for dates is listed in the Photographic Inventory Card File.

SECTION A
PH I
Fountain Street. Methodist Church
PH2
Fountain Street. Methodist Church and Hall. (Built 1863)
PH3
Fountain Street. Methodist Church.
PH3A Fountain Street. Methodist Parsonage.
PH4
High Street East Side. The Kangaroo Hotel, with
James & Calder Carpenter and Undertakers
PH5 • High Street West Side. Kangaroo Hotel
PH6
High Street West Side •· showing Bank Corner in foreground.
PH?
High Street West Side

A (I)
A(4)
A (5) and A (6)

PH8
PH9

PH IO

(Mr C. Gibson)
(Maldon Museum)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Williams p .64)

c1870
cl900
cl924
1859
1857
cl895
c!900
cl860

A (6)

(Mr A. Martin)
(Maldon Museum)
(Maldon Museum)
(State Library of
Victoria-SLV)
(Dr M. Lewis)

A (7-9)

(Mr C. Gibson)

c1870

A (7)-(8)

(Mr C. Gibson)

c1875

High Street East Side. Maldon News Office.

A (JOB)

(Mr C. Gibson)

1898

High Street East Side. Royal Theatre and Projection Box.
High Street East Side. Royal Hotel & Theatre

A (I!)

(Mr C. Gibson)
(Williams p.76)
(Cyclopedia of Victoria)
Latrobe Library)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Dr M. Lewis)

1950's
1865
1903

High Street West Side. Bank of New South Wales showing
gold smelter, now demolished.
High Street West Side. View from Victorian (Derby) Hill,
showing British and American Hotel, Dr Malcohn's house,
Warnock's stores and Bank of NSW.
High Street West Side. Warnock Bros. Beehive Stores and
Flour Mill.

PH I l
PH12
PH!2A
PH 13

High Street East Side. Commercial House. J.J. Mcfarlane.

PH 14
PH 15
PH 16

Main Street East Side. J.J. Matthews Plumber and L. Hockey.
Main Street East Side. R. London's premises.

PH 17
PH 18
PH 19
PH20
PH21

Main Street East Side.

Main Street East Side. Showing State Savings Bank with
verandah. Bank Corner in foreground.
Main Street East Side. State Savings Bank
Main Street East Side. Dabb's produce store.
Main Street East Side. Victoria House. J. Tobin Drapers and
Grocers
Main Street East Side. Martin's Victoria Dining Rooms and
Victoria House.

PH22

Main Street East Side. Chisholm's Royal Mail Hotel
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A (I) and A (31)

A{ll)
A(13)
A (14)
A (14)
A (15)

c!870

cl885
cl906

A (16)

(Cyclopedia of Victoria, cl 903
Latrobe Library)
(SSB Maldon)
cl875

A (16)
A(l7)
A (18)

(SSB Maldon)
(Maldon Museum)
(Maldon Museum)

cl934
1878
c1865

A{18 & 19)

(Mr K. Alexander)

c1865

A (19),

(Mr C. Gibson)

c1875

PH23

Cnr Main and Templeton Streets. Old Phoenix building.

PI-124

Main Street West Side. T. Calder Ironmonger, Timber &
Iron Merchant. ·

PH25
PH26

1896

A(24)
A (27)

(Mr A. Martin)

Main Street West Side. T. Calder Ironmonger, Timber &
Iron Merchant.

A (27)

(Maldon Museum)

1890

Main Street East Side. Chisholm's Butcher. With C. Grigg,
L. Dunkin, W. Rowe, C. Chisholm standing in front.
Main Street East Side. Chisholm's Butcher

A (31)

(Maldon Museum)

1876

A (31)

(Maldon Museum)

1876

A (31-34)

(Maldon Museum)

cl920

A (31)

(Maldon Museum)

cl875

A(34)
A(34)

(Mr C. Gibson)
(Mr C. Gibson)

cl910
1914

View of Main Street looking North.

(Maldon Muse um)
(Dr. M. Lewis)

c1910
c1920

View of Main Street looking South.
Main Street looking South from Phoenix Street.

(Maldon Museum)
(Mr C. Gibson)

c1920

Main Street looking North. Welcome banner for Royal Visit

(Mr C. Gibson)

PH37

High Street looking South.

(Mr C. Gibson)

1901
cl924

PH38

Templeton Street looking West.

(Mr C. Gibson)

After 1906

PI-127
PI-128
PH29
PH30
PH31
PI-132
PI-133
PH34
PI-135
PH36

Main Street East Side. View of Dabb & Co. Merchants down
to Bank of Victoria.
High Street East Side. Seymour Lounge Hotel, established
1863.
Bank Corner.
Bank Corner
View of Main Street looking North.

c1910

c1920

SECTION B
PH 39

High Street West Side. Post Office.

B (1)

(Mr C. Gibson)

cl875

PH40
PI-141

High Street West Side. Post Office.
High Street West Side. Laying Foundation Stone
Post Office.

B (1)

c1880

B (!)

(Mr C. Gibson)
(Mr C. Gibson)

PI-142

Main Street. John Robinson's Horne.

B (6)

(Malden Museum)

cl865

(Maldon Museum)
(Maldon Museum)

cl875

(Ma!don Museum)

c1859

of Maldon

1869

PUBLIC GARDENS RESERVE
PH43
PH44

Shire Hall with Councillors in foreground
Shire Hall.

PI-145

Painting of Market House (now Maldon Museum) with
Court House on the right. Painted by D.R. Drape, architect.
PH 45A Maldon Primary School.

1874

1875.

SECTION l
PH46

High Street East Side. Criterion Hotel. 'P.O. Jones Hotel

1 (!)

(Mr A. Martin)

1 (!Sand 19)

(Cyclopedia of Victoria
1903 V2 p.391)

1C (33)

(Mr C. Gibson)

c1900

Section 2C
2 (4)

National Trust
(Williams p.66)

1864

6 (11)

(Maldon Museum)

8B (1)

(Mr C. Gibson)

cl910

10(17)

(Mr C. Gibson)

c1853

~o (2)

(Williams)

cl900

Criterion'.

PH47

High Street East Side. 'Ethandune', R.D. Oswald's House.

1903

SECTION IC
PH48

Parkins Reef Road, House.

SECTION 2
PH49

Bible Christian Chapel

PH 49 A Welsh Congregational Church

c1953

SECTION 6
PH 50

Cnr High and Franklin Streets. Sale Yards Hotel.

SECTION SB
PH 51

High Street East Side, Cnr Union Street. W.H. Pearce
Wheelwright.

SECTION IO
PH 52 High Street. Dr. Gray's Residence before infill of verandah.
PH 52A Francis Street. Welsh Bapti_st Church
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SECTION ll
PH 52B Templeton Street. English Baptist Church

11 (I)

(Williams)

12 (8)
12 (8)
12 (4)

(Mr C. Gibson)
(Maldon Museum)
(Mr C. Gibson)

12 (4)

(Mr C. Gibson)

13 (I I)
Sections 13 and 14

(Mr K. Alexander)
(Mr K. Alexander)

1914
1868

(Maldon Museum)
(Maldon Musuem)
(Williams)
(Williams)

cl885
cl915
cl859
1953

cl853

SECTION 12
PH 53
PH 54
PH 55
PH 56

Templeton Street North Side. T. Brook's Cooperative Stores.
Templeton Street North Side. T. Brook's Cooperative.
Reef Street West Side. Shire Arms Hotel, before erection of
verandah.
Reef Stiees West Side. Shire Arms Hotel with verandah.

1866
1866

cl900

SECTION 13
PH 57
PH 58

High Street West Side. Veterinary Shoeing Forge
High Street West Side viewed from Victoria (Derby) Hill
down to Parkin's Reef Road, with Caledonia battery in
foreground.

HOSPITAL RESERVE
PH 59
PH 60
PH 60A
PH 60B

Maldon Hospital
Maldon Hospital
Maldon Hospital
Maldon Hospital

THE MALOON BREWERY
PH 61
PH 62

(Cyclopedia of Victoria cl 903
1903 p.394)
(Cyclopedia of Victoria cl 903
1903 p.394)
cl915
(Mr C. Gibson)
cl900
(Museum)
(Museum)

The Maldon Brewery (front view) and Mr W.J. Bryant's
Residence.
TheMaldon Brewery (rear view)

PH 63 Maldon Brewery
PH 64 R. Marks and Co. Maldon Brewery
PH 64A Maldon Brewery
MISCELLANEOUS BUILDINGS OUTSIDE TOWNSHIP OF MALDON

(Weekly Times,
Melbourne, 19 April
1902, Latrobe Library)

Photos of Easter Fair, Maldon 1902

PH 65
PH 66
PH 67
PH 68
PH 69
PH 70
PH 71
PH 72
PH 73
PH 74
PH 75

PH 76
-79
PH 79A
PH 79B

(Photo by Verey & Co, Castlemaine)
(Photo by Verey & Co, Castlemaine)
Maldon Fire Brigade
(Photo
by Verey & Co, Castlemaine)
The Fair Committee
(Photo by Verey & Co, Castlemaine)
The Chinese Exhibit
Unidentified House with family standing in foreground.
Unidentified House with lady and man in foreground.
Eaglehawk Hotel, first licensed hotel in Maldon, Eaglehawk.
Spencer Hotel, Porcupine Flat.
Foresters' Arms Hotel. Porcupine Flat.
Captain's Hotel, Sandy Creek
'Round and About Maldon' a collage of photographs which include:
Main Street Maldon with Mt Tarrengower in background.
State School.
Shire Hall.
Derby United Gold Mine.
Eaglehawk Consolidated Gold Mines.
Sir John McIntyre, Mr T. Harding, Mr J. Hornsby (Shire President), Dr A.J. Farr,
Mr S. Dabb JP, Mr Thos. Bell Davison.
The Rechabite Feature

Collage of photos entitled 'Maldon Years Ago was a Rich Mining Field and
is still a Picturesque Resort, is surrounded by Farming'.
Phoenix Tavern, German Gully.
Sketch of proposed New Town Hall.
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(Dr Miles Lewis)
(Maldon Museum)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Maldon Museum)
(Mr C. Gibson)

(Weekly Times,
Dec 14 1895 p.11
Latrobe Library)
(Mr A. Martin)
cl865
cl900

EARLY MINING PHOTOS
PH80
PH 80 A
PH81
PH82
PH83
PH84
PH85
PH86
PH88
PH89
PH90
PH91
PH92

South German 2,200' deep,
South German Mine
Noel's Battery, Mills Street (painting by David Drape, architect)
Carlyle and Whittaker Mine
Carlyle and Whittaker Mine
Cookman's Mine
Cookman's Mine, Parkin's Reef
Goldborough
Pollard's Quartz Crushing Mill
Northey's Mine
Northey's Mine (Engine Room)
Caledonian Crushing Mills (shows Darling and New Chum Mines from
High Street
Darling Gold Mine (New Chum) View from High Street which shows
Caledonian Mill in foreground.
Ruins of Caledonian Battery. View from North East.
Crystal Crusher (preceded the Caledonian)
New Chum Mine, View from North.
New Chum Mine, Old Caledonian Battery. View from North West.
Atlas Works - German Reef (painting by David Drape, architect)
North British Mine, Transverse sections, diagrams.
New Oswald Mine

PH93
PH94
PH95
PH96
PH97
PH98
PH99
PH 100 Oswald's North British and North Extended Mines, Maldon.
(View from North looking across Parkin's Reef Road)
PH 101 New Oswald's Mine. View from North West
PH 102 Oswald's Mine
PH 103 Oswald's cyanide plant
PH 104
PH 105
PH 106
PH 107
PH 108
PH 109
PH 110

Robert Oswald's North British Mine - looking North
New Oswald Mine. View from North.
North British Mine
North British Mine
Oswald's Mine. View from West over settling dam.
Oswald's North British. View from West.
New Oswald (North British) Mine

PHlll Derby United Mine. View from Phoenix Street looking South West.
PH 11 lADerby Mine Employees
PH 112 Grand Junction Mine.
PH 113 Old Nuggetty Mine.
PH 114 Old Nuggetty Mine, 301,000 oz.
PH 115 South British Mine.
PH 116 Eaglehawk Consolidated.
PH117 Eaglehawk Consolidated Claims map.
PH 118 Eaglehawk Consolidated Co.
PH I 19 Eaglehawk Consolidated Mines
PH! 19A Eaglehawk Alliance Mine
PH 120 Government Crushing Battery, Maldon
PH 121 Beehive Chimney before repair.
PH 122 Beehive Mine.
PH 123 Beehive Works
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(Mr C. Gibson)
(Williams p.26)
(Maldon Museum)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Maldon Museum)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Maldon Museum)
(Maldon Museum)
(Maldon Museum)
(original Mr W. Preece,
copy Mr C. Gibson)

1916
cl862
1924
cl903
1918
1924
1874

cl887
c1887

(Mr K. Alexander)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Maldon Museum)
(Maldon Museum)
(Mines Department)
(Mr C. Gibson)

1917
1866-8
1923
1923
1862

cl924
(Cyclopedia of Victoria
1903 Vol. 2 p.392)
(Mr C. Gibson)
cl925
(Mines Department
Bulletin p.49 pl.J)
( original held in Mines
Department)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Mr C. Gibson)
1924
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Malden Museum)
(Malden Museum)
1913
(Mines Department)
(Mr C. Gibson)
June 13,
1929
(Mr C. Gibson)
cl 915.
(Williams p.20)
(Maldon Museum)
(Maldon Museum)
(Maldon Museum)
(Maldon Museum)
(Mines Department)
(Mines Department)
(Quarterly Report 1890,
Mines Department)
(Maldon Museum,
original W. Preece)
(Williams p.16)
(Mr C. Gibson)
cl924
(Mr K. Alexander)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Maldon Museum)
1860

PH 124 Beehive from Boundary Road. Close up view.
PH 125 Drawing of Beehive, Derby, Western Mines, Mal don
PH 126 Beehive from Boundary Road - distant.
PH! 26A Beehive
PH 127 Great Western Gold Mine, Phoenix Street
PH 128 Nelson Mine
PH 129 Union Mine Kilns - before Lone Star.
PH 130 Union Mine Kilns - before Lone Star.
PH 131 Union Mine. View from North
PH 132 T. Baxter's dredge.
PH 133 View from Linscott Hill
PH 134 Independent Mine, Maldon.

(Mr C. Gibson)
(Maldon Museum)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Maldon Museum)

PH 135 Day Dawn

(Mr C. Gibson)

1900
1924
c1917
June 13,
1929.
1923

(Dr Miles Lewis)

cl860

(SLY)
(Maldon Museum)
(Maldon Museum)
(Mr K. Alexander)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Maldon Museum)
(Maldon Museum)
(Cyclopedia of Victoria
Latrobe Library)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Maldon Museum)
(Maldon Museum)

cl860
1875
c1867
cl886
cl895
cl895

1868
1884

(Mr K. Alexander)
(Maldon Museum)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Mr C. Gibson)
(Mr C. Gibson)

PANORAMA VIEWS
View from Beehive Mine across Reef St. Market House on left hand side ..
PHPl
View over Edwards Street to High Street. 'Electric Telegraph and Post Office'.
PHP2
View of Maldon from Anzac Hill.
PHP3
PHP4-6 View of Maid on from Victoria (Derby) Hill
View of Maldon South from Victoria (Derby) Hill
PHP7
South Maldon from Derby Mine
PHP8
Maldon from Anzac Hill showing Beehive Mine
PHP9
PHP!O
PHPll
PHP12
PHP13
PHP14

View from Anzac Hill.
View from Edward Street.
Panorama from Anzac Hill before 1898
Maldon from the Alliance Mine Head.
Maldon looking north from Anzac Hill.

PHP15
PHPJ6
PHP17
PHP18
PHP19
PHP20
PHP21
PHP22
PHP23

Looking towards Maldon from the Rocks.
The Mines, Maldon. Location uncertain.
North Maldon.
View of Mount Tarrengower with Templeton Street in foreground after 1906.
View of Maldon from Victoria (Derby) Hill showing the Times Office on High St.
Maldon 1936. A souvenir aerial photograph issued by 'The Argus'.
View of Maldon from the Mount.
View of Maldon from Anzac Hill showing rear of buildings on High Street South.
Maldon from the Mount, looking North West.
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(Mr C. Gibson)
(Maldon Musuem)
(Maldon Museum)
(Maldon Museum)
(Mines Department)

cl895
cl895
cl900
1903
cl903
cl903
1905

c1920

APPENDIX 3 - PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE FOR RECONSTRUCTION
Following is a schedule of buildings and streetscapes in the reconstructed Historic Interest Zone with the reference number from
the Inventory of Maldon Photographs. (Appendix 2.2)
Reference

Building Name

Photographs Used

A-1
A-1

Kangaroo Hotel, Fountain Street Elevation

Ph.5
Ph.5, Ph. 4,
Ph.p.5
Ph. p.5.

A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8
A--9
A-11
A-12
A--13
A-13
A-14
A--14
A-14
A-15
A-16

Kangaroo Hotel,
High Street Elevation
C.F.A. Site
Vacant (garden) and Former Commercial Hotel
Argyle House, Two Storey Shops
Carriers Arms Hotels
Former Bank of New South Wales

Former Warnock's Beehive Stores
Warnock's Beehive Stores, Former Warnock's Flour Mill
Exchange Hotel Site
Langslow's Buildings
Royal Hotel
The Grand Hotel
Mcfarlane 's Drapery
Mohr's Hairdressers
Matthews Dining Rooms
Former Confectionery (Miss Hockey's)
Miss Hockey's later shop site
Goldsmith's Building
Berryman's Boot store

A-16

Vacant garden
Albion Hotel
(State Savings Bank)

A-17

Former Dabb's Produce Store

A--17
A-18
A-18
A-19
A-20
A-21
A-22

Upton's Butchers
Shops
Tobin's Buildings
Maldon Hotel
Shakespeare Hotel
Dr. Farr's Surgery
Wearne's Building

A-23

Franklin Building, (Main Street elevation)
Phoenix Street elevation
Phoenix Building, Templeton Street elevation
McArthur', Bakehouse and adjacent double-fronted shop
Fence
McArthur', Bakery
Calder's Ironmongery
Tarrangower Times
Wades Buildings

A-24
A-26
A-26
A-27
A-27
A-30

Ph.p.5
Ph.p.5
Ph. 6, Ph. 7, Ph. p.5.
Ph. 7,Ph. 8,Ph. p.5,
Ph.37.
Ph. 10, Ph. p.6.
Ph. 10.
Ph. 9,
Ph. p.22.
Ph. p.3, Ph. 12A
on site evidence
Ph. 13
Ph.14,Ph. 15,Ph. p.3.
Ph. 15.
Ph.14,Ph.15.
Ph. 14, Ph. p.3.
Ph. 16, Ph. 32.
Ph. 32, p.18.
Ph.9
Ph. 17,Ph. 18,Ph.32,
Ph. 33,Ph. 34,Ph. p.3,
Ph. p.4, Ph. p.9.
Ph.17,Ph.18,Ph. 19,
Ph. p.3, Ph. p.9.
Ph.34,Ph.36
Ph.34,Ph.36
Ph.20,Ph.21,Ph.22.
Ph.20,Ph.21,Ph.22
on site evidence

on site evidence
on site evidence
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Hatton and others
Ph. 35, Ph. p.3.
Ph.38
Ph.23
Ph. p.20. on site evidenc,
Ph.35
on site evidence
Ph.24,Ph.25
Ph.25
Ph.26,Ph.27,Ph.32,
Ph. 36.

A-31
A-31
A-33

Chisholm's Butcher Shop
Dabb's Stores
Rodda's Building

A-34

Bank of Victoria

A-33
A-32
A-31
A-31
A-26
12 (1)
12 (8)

Ph.26,Ph.27
Ph.30,Ph.32,Ph.34.
Ph.28,Ph.4,Ph.34,
Ph. 33, Ph. p.20.
Ph.6,Ph.30,Ph.31,
Ph.32,Ph.33,Ph.34,
Ph. 35, Ph. p.3, Ph. p.5.
Ph. 33,Ph. 31.
on site evidence
Ph. 29
Ph.29
on site evidence
Ph. p.3, Ph. p.9.
Ph. 53, Ph. 54.

Rodda's (High St. Shop)
· Rear Dabb 's Store
Part of rear of Dabb's
Seymour Lounge Hotel
Calder's House
Scotch Pie House
Brook's Store
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APPENDIX 4

RECONSTRUCTION
GUIDELINES

4.1 SHOPFRONTS
A discussion on shopfronts is included
in 'Beechworth•--Historical Recon~
struction' report prepared in 19761.
While this report deals specifically
with old shops in Beechworth, it also
includes a typology of old shop
fronts in Victoria. Details of windows,
doors and stallboards are included.
Such details, if carefully selected,
would be suitable for Maldon.
Today there are a number of intact'
nineteenth century shopfronts in Maldon, the most notable of which are
discussed below. In some cases, nineteenth century buildings have had
more recent shop fittings installed for example the former Dabb's Produce Store A(l 7) originally had a
carriageway, but a window identical to
the window on the left hand side has
been installed. Such alterations, probably made early this century, often
pass unnoticed, as they are sympathetic with the building. There are
others which have been altered, such
as the shop part of the Grand Hotel
A(l 2). Newer shopfronts in Maldon
are of interest in their own right and
deserve special consideration as examples of recent trends in design and
decoration (for example, Tobin's
Buildings A(l8) Main Street).
Unfortunately very few photographs
of early shop fronts in Maldon survive.
However, early photographs of former
Dabb's Produce Store A(! 7) (see
photograph PH 19, see page 22 ),
Former Chisholm's Butcher Shop
A(31) (PH 26, 27, see page 30) and
Former J.J. Matthews Plumber A(l4)
(now demolished, see PH 15, see page
19) provide good examples of early
shopfront details.
The following photographs illustrate
the best examples of virtually intact
shopfronts which survive in Maldon
today:

This shop, with a steeply splayed
recessed entrance has simple moulded
stallboards, and coloured mosaic tiles
decorate the entrance floor.
It is difficult to determine the originality of the lead light highlight
windows.

ii) Former Upton's Butchers Shop,
Main Street, A(l 7) cl 860.
The shop on the left was the original
butchers shop, and the right hand door
and window formed part of the
residence. The left hand side window
is not original, and a photo taken in
1969 shows another later window of
half this height. However, the width
of the timber stall board indicates the
original window was of this shape - it
was probably six or nine paned with
primary mullions and more delicate
secondary transoms.

iii) Tobin's Buildings, Main Street, part .
A(l8) part A(l9), 1912.
This later shop front is of interest for
its use of materials --- olive green tiles,
,tallboards and pilasters, stippled glass,
bronze mullions and decorative
pressed metal work to the ceilings of
the recessed doorway and the panels
above the glazing. The design principle
of the splayed recess leading to the
,hop door is expressed here in different materials from those used in the
~arlier shop fronts.

i) Goldsmiths Building, Main Street,
A(lS), 1897.
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iv) Phoenix Building, corner Main and
Templeton, A(24), 1905.
This shopfront is not completely
intact but is of interest as an example
of a comer shop entrance. The door
and panel above the door appear to
be later replacements, but the stallboards and window heads with lace
panels are of interest. Banded pilasters
separate the shopfront windows. Many
nineteenth century shops were pro•
vided with a system of shutters fixed
into place at the end of the day - the
shopfront on the adjacent shop, also
part of the Phoenix Building, still
retains the original shutters as well as
paint colours, refer 4.3.

v) Fonner Dabb'sStore,now Dickson'•
Foodland, Main Street. A(3l) and (32)
cl88S.
This shop front has a splayed recess
leading to the shop door, which was
very common both in Maldon and
elsewhere in Victoria. The principle
of the recessed doorway however,
only applied to shops with a continuous wall of windows. Pilasters topped
with scroll brackets are used to separ·
ate the shop windows. Double half
glazed shop doors are common on
elaborate shops, and the shop windows
are partly covered with whitish opaque
(which may have provided a light
background for lettering).

vi)Scotch Pie House, cornex Main and
Templeton, 12A(I), 1866.

This shopfront shows a typical early
shop window divided into vertical
strips separated by thin timber
mullions. The door on the right has
delicate double hung side lights.

I. Calder's Ironmongecy, Main Street,.
A(27), c I 920?
!This sign employs Ionic (Fat Clarendon) and Grotesque (Sans Serif)
faces, two of the most common faces

'used in the period 1850-1900.

1. Beechworth~Historical Reconstructio11
op. cit.

3. McFarlane's. Drapery, High Street,
A(l3) cl 902.
This sign employs shaded Ionic (Fat
Clarendon) and shaded Grotesque
(Sans Serif). Note the use of a scroll
to frame the 'Commercial Ho use'
sign.

4.2 LETTERING AND SIGNS
The National Trust of Australia
(Victoria) has published the Technical
Bulletin 2.1 'Lettering and Signs on
Buildings cl850-1900'.l The bulletin
is designed to establish a range of
exterior lettering appropriate for general use on buildings and is applicable
for the period 1850-1900. Suitable
type faces and sign materials are
outlined and illustrated in old photographs. Appropriate sign location and
arrangement of lettering on signs is
also outlined.
The report states 'Generally, external
signs advertised the name of the
establishment and/or the owner or
occupier and/or the type of establishment. In many cases the lettering used
was of simple unembellished type set
out as uniform capital letters . . .
More florid faces are considered exotic
. . . (and) . . . should only be used
where there is surviving evidence of

4. Former Warnock's Beehive Store,
High Street A(7) cl 875.

lettering having been used on the
particular building being repainted.
The mixture of lower and upper case

Note use of Grotesque (Sans Serif)
lettering.

was not used in nineteenth century

lettering schemes and should be excluded from new work . . . shaded
letters were intended to give the
impression that the painted letters
were three dimensions ... The shading
was consistently cast at the same
angle . . . (and) only some lines or
individual names or words in the sign

might be treated with shaded letters
... There is evidence to show that a

variety of faces might be used in the
same sign'.2
Few original signs remain in the town

today, (for example the parapet sign
on McArthur's Bakery A(26) and the
Royal Hotel A(] I)). However, several
early photographs of signs in Maldon
survive and these are illustrated and
described below. The range of colours
set out in the edition of the National
Trust of Australia (Victoria) Technical
Bulletin No. I 'Exterior Paint Colours'
should be a guide for the colours of
all signs and lettering faces.

2. J.J. Matthews (demolished - now
Maldon Takeaway), Main Street A(14)
cl 906.
This sign employs Ionic (Fat Clarendon) for the name 'J.J. Matthews' but
inconsistently uses Sans Serif Compressed (Grotesque Compressed) face
which has letters of diminishing size
and some with contrast between thick
and thin strokes with the thin stroke
terminating in a round blob (P) or
,barbed serif(S).
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5. Victoria House (demolished - now
Maldon Hotel), Main Street A(! 9)
c1860.
The lettering styles on this building are
Ionic (Fat Clarendon) and Grotesque
(Sans Serif). Note also the sign writing
on the verandah bressummer.

4.3 PAINT COLOURS
A survey has been made of paint

6. Former Chisholm's Butcher Shop,
Main Street A(31) cl901?
The lettering style on the 'Argus' sign
is more unusual than the above mentioned styles and appears to be a
variation on shaded Grotesque (Sans ·
Serif) with a slight suggestion of
serifs on the A. Certain letters appear
to differ markedly from this style for example T and P. Note the asymmetric placement of the sign above the
verandah.
L National Trust of Australia (Victoria).
Technical Advisory Committee Technical Bulletin 2.1 'Lettering and Signs
on Buildings cl850-1900'. Urban
Conservation Working Papers No. 18.
August 1976.
2. llii<!-, p.4.

colours on buildings in High and Main
Streets, Maldon, and one or more
scrapings have be'en taken from each
of twenty-four buildings. Because
scrapings cannot be taken generally
without causing some damage to the
buildings, thorough and accurate information can only be obtained at the
time when a building is about to be
repainted. The present results can be
no more than a preliminary indication.
It is also necessary to state that there
are limitations to the value of scraping
as an investigative technique. Most
pigments fade and some deteriorate
or change in hue over time, even in
protected conditions. Abrasion, dirt
and weathering have a serious effect
upon external paint surfaces, and
frequently primers or undercoats are
much better preserved and more easily
identified than the original surface
colour. Certain pigments bleed into
adjacent coats, and especially into
varnish coats. Techniques of stripping
and burning preparatory to a thorough
painting job may not only have
removed but distorted evidence.
With these limitations in mind, some
preliminary conclusions can be stated.
The majority of colours identified
conform to the specifications devised
by the National Trust and incorporated in the planning ordinance.
The category 'rich brown' has proved
by far the most common for joinery; it
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should be noted that much shop window joinery, parti_cularly where it is
cedar, will originally have been unpainted and treated only with varnish.
With regard to the location of colours
on the buildings, the only substantial
surprise has been the use of Indian red
as an original or early colour for
quoinwork (15.1.F).
The data obtained is not so extensive
as to suggest any modification of the
presently prescribed paint colours.
However, it is strongly recommended
that these prescriptions be overruled
wherever possible by the use of
scrapings to identify the authentic
paint colours, and that owners should
be encouraged to restore these. Advice
should be available to owners, and an
experienced person made available to
undertake scraping on the method
which has been used for the present
investigation, and is described in
Morgan W. Phillips, 'Some Notes on
Paint Research and Reproductign ',
APT Bulletin, VIl,4 (1975), pp.14ff.
For buildings not covered by this
survey, paint scrapings should be
undertaken to ascertain the original
colour schemes, or reference made to
the National Trust of Australia (Victoria) Technical Bulletin No. I "Extedor Paint Colours".

MALOON: PAINT COLOURS
BUILDING & LOCATION OF
SAMPLE

COLOURS, READING DOWN
FROM TOP LAYER.
(Presumed original surface*)

I.

Former Commercial Hotel A(3)

1.1

North side pilaster

A. cream
B. 7.5YR4.5/6

1.2

Inside of north pilaster

1.3

Below north window sill

A.
B.
C.
A.
B.
C.

2.

Argyle House A(4)

2.1

Window joinery

2.2

Main post between door and
window

2 .3

Door edge

3.

Hornsby's Building A(4)

3.1

Pointed brick wall.

Query existence of original layer

cream
2.5YR 5.5/6
IOYR 2.5/4*
cream
light brown
2.5YR 5.5/6

Service brown: approximate only

Pinky brown, possibly overlapped in 1.2B

A. chalky pinky brown
B. dark tint
C. cedar*

A. as for 2.IA
B. indeterminate dark tint, possibly
same as 2.3B*
A. browny-red
B. 5G 2/2*

4.

Former Carrier's Arms A(5)
Cement render wall surface.

A. cream
B. chalky Venetian red
C. indeterminate: possibly thin red

A. faded lemony off-white

B.
C.
4.2

4.3

Shutter

Shutter of south part.

5.

Former Warnock's Beehive Store A(7)
Skirting level inside garage door

Such treatment is common in painted brick
walls either as a deliberate surface treatment
to bring up the colour of the brick, or by
leaching out of iron oxide from the tinted
mortar on to the face of the wall

Formerly face brick

and subsequent layers,
indeterminate.

No precise appraisal possible

Primer?
a deteriorated colour like service brown
I0YR 2.5/4

A. plum brown

B.
C.
D.
E.

Window joinery proper

Little more than a suggestion of coppery
green about this tint

cream

A. lemon
B. blue
C. green
D. brown*
E. timber
A. grey
B. white
C. dark blue
D. light pink
E. 2.5GY 4/6
F. 5YR 3/5
G. darker brown*

5.1

5.2

Dark tint is possibly a discoloured varnish
used over the natural cedar

No joinery left

iron oxide wash on brick surface*

4.1

REMARKS

light lemon
pink
white
cobalt blue
F. light blue
G. white
H. brown
I. 5G 3/7 *
A. white
B. lemon
C. brown

Spill over from above.

Primer?
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D. probably varnish

E. timber *
6.
6.1

Former Warnock's Flour Mill A(8)
Below window on north side

Possibly cedar

A. dull gold
B.

green

C. off-white
D. rich brown

E. cream

6.2

Top of sill, north side

Cement render

7.2

Door

7.3

Window

7.4

Verandah post

9.
9.1

Pinky brown
Preswned primer

Dark green as at Warnock's store.
Presumed undercoat.

Royal Theatre A(] I)

7.
7.1

8.
8.1

F. 5YR 4.5/2*
G. light pinky colour
A. white
B. light green
C. light brown
D. 5G 3/7*
E. light colour

Shop (part of Grand Hotel A(! 2)
Joinery

Grand Hotel A(l2)
Cement render just around
north corner.

10. McFarlane's Drapery A(l3)
10.l Window joinery north end.

A. peeling cream
B. light ochre wash direct on render•
A. brown
B. green: no preciSe appraisal possible.
A. brown
B. indeterminate dark colour
A. light green
B. off-white
C. dark brown
D. beige
E. 2.SY 5/2*
F. lighter brown

Presumed undercoat

A. brown
B. beige
C. light blue
D. yellow
E. olive green
F. 2.SY 8/4
G. dark tint

Beige resembles B.
Possible discoloured varnish

A. plain cement render with possible
wash and/or dirt

A. mushroom brown
B.

10.2 Side reveal of opening.

l I. Mohr's Hairdressers A(l3)
11.1 Panel below window.

C.
A.
B.
C.

ochreous brown

5YR 2.5/4*
yellowy cream

Dark brown

cream
!OB 4/3

Prussian Blue

A. cream
B.

12. Goldsmith's Building A(l5)
12.1 Main sill

Possibly a green or a discoloured varnish

stripped: remains of a brown, range
5YR-10YR 2.5-3.5/4-6

Light colour shown in old photograph, but
not in panel below window.

A. pinky colour

B. light green
C. dark brown

12.2 Window joinery proper

D. light brown
E. cream beige
F. bluey grey
G. varnish or oil on timber surface.
A. white
B. grey
C. 2.SY 9/3 approximate•
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Filler material?
Inconclusive.

Similar to 12.1.E

13.

Berryman's Bootshop A(16)

13. I Joinery

A. white

B. indeterminate- possibly olive drab?
14.

Former Dabb's Store A(l 7)

15.

Former Upton's Butcher Shop A(] 7)

15.1 Quoins

Brick formerly exposed, see photo.
Joinery not scraped: now dark brown.

A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

15.2 Wall

F.
G.
H.
A.
B.

C.
D.
15.3 Window joinery

A.

B.
C.

16. Swann's Buildings A(18)
16.1 Window joinery

16.2 Below window.

17. Tobin's Buildings A{l8)
17 .1 Verandah front beam.

17 .2 Rafter of verandah

17 .3 Bressummer over window.

18. Shakespeare House A(20)
18.1 Joinery of door frame

18 .2 Rendered pilaster.

19. Timber shops A(21)
19 .I Trim to fake timber ashlar.

20. Weame's Building A(22)
20.1 Joinery beside door.

yellow cream
red lead
cream
brown
light green
l2R3.4 •?
chalky plum
dark tint
yellow cream
same
red lead
dark brown? *
dark plum brown
white (undercoat)
cream

Possible original surface.
Undercoat?

cream
cream
cream

D.
E.
F.
G.

dark red*

A.
B.
C.
A.
B.
C.

dark plum brown
cream
rich green
cream
cream
dark tint, probably varnish

Accurate appraisal impossible.

Not adequate for appraisal

A. cream
B. grey
C. light grey
D. red
greyey colour - comes up under oil as
a clear olive green, but exact appraisal
impossible.

A.

!OGY 2/4 *
approximately

A.
B.
C.
D.
A.
B.
C.
D.

green
light rich ochre
dark brown
grey
sage green
reddish brown
steel grey
rich light ochreous buff*

Possibly only a discoloured cream

A.
B.
C.
D.

atmospheric blue-green
light beige
light umbery brown *
grey

Undercoat?

Deep Brunswick green and perhaps somewhat bluer.

A. white
B. light brown
C. 7.SYR 2.5/5 very approximate
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Low chroma.
Undercoat?

Very poor condition
Dark brown

21. Phoenix Buildings A(24)
21.1 Joinery next to factory entrance.
21.2 Horizontal mouldings below
window ( door is the same)

22,

A, light stone/cream
B, light grey
A, dark green
B, SYR 3.5/6 *
c_ cream

Apparently undercoat direct on timber
Almost disappeared,
Light brown,
Undercoat?

McArthur's Bakery A(26)

A, white

22.l Joinery at door.

B,

very dark brown •

c_ grey

23, Calder's Ironmongery A(27)
23.1 Various spots

Thin layer, possible undercoat.

A. blue and white
B.

2.SGY 3/6

Preserved below fixings.

24,

Tarrangower Times Office A(27)
24.l Pilaster next to door.

25, Wade's Building A(30)
25.1 Timber boarding beside

A. brown
B. white
C. blue-green
D. cream

A. cream
cream
c_ repulsive green
D. brown darker than SYR 3.5/6 •
A. blue-green
B-D As above

central door.

B.

25.2 Door

26, Former Dabb's Store A(31&32)
26_] Window joinery

Rich brown

A. cream
varnish
C. lOR 3/8 *
D, presumed undercoat.
B.

27_

McMillan and Padley's Ironmongery
A(33)

Venetian red

Scraping not permitted_
Too thick and flaky for accuracy,

SUMMARY TABLE
NUMBER

COLOUR

TRUST CATEGORY

1-2.C A(3)

Rich brown

2.3.B A(4)
4.3.G A(S)
SJ J A(7)
6.LF A(8)
6.2.D
7.4,EA(ll)
10.LC A(13)
12.2.C A(!S)
!SJ.Fl
17.3,A A(l8)

IOYR 2.5/4
2.SYR 5.5/6
5G2/2
lOYR 2.5/4
SG 3/7
5YR4.5/2
SG 3/7
2.SY 5/2
SYR 2.5/4
2.SY 9/3
!OR 3/4
IOGY 2/4

20.LC A(22)

7.SYR 2.5/5

2L2_B A(24)

SYR 3.5/6

Rich brown

25_1.D A(30)
26.1 ,C A(31&32)

SYR 3.5/6
!OR 3/8

Rich brown

u_c

OTHER DESCRIPTION

Pinky brown
Black & Dark Tint
Rich brown
Dark green
Rich brown
Dark green
Warm drab stone
Rich brown
Cream
Indian red
Deep Brunswick green

Venetian red
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4.4 VERANDAHS
There are many substantially intact
verandahs in Maldon. By referring to
the reconstruction drawings in this

report it is seen that the majority of
buildings within the Historic Interest
Zone retain their original verandahs.
Very few verandahs have been re•
'moved or defaced. Exceptions to this
,include:
'Royal Hotel A(l)-- see PH 12, 12A.
Argyle House and Hornsby's Building
:A(4) - see early photograph PH6,
page 9 for original verandah.
·Former Warnock's· Beehive Store A(7)
- see PHl0, Page 12.
Former Albion Hotel A(I 6) - see
PH! 7, page 21
Calder's Ironmongery A(27) see PH24,
25, page
Former Chisholm's Butcher Shop
A(31) (see PH26, 27, page 30) shows
verandah on earlier building.
McMillan and Padley's Ironmongery
A(33) (see PH28, page 31 ) shows
original verandah without large parapet.
It was originally proposed to compile
a typology of shop verandahs by
referring · to examples of verandah
types in Maldon and elsewhere in
Victoria. Such a typology could then
be used to provide suitable verandah
details for reconstruction purposes for
buildings with verandahs that have

I. Mohr's Hairdressing, High St A{l3).
This shop, constructed cl 870, is a
good example of early two storey
shop verandah detailing. Note the
delicate timber fretwork on the'upper
storey verandah The lower ve;andah
roof, springs from the floor of the
balcony. ·

4. Shakespeare House, Mairi Street
A(20).
Note a tongue and grooved verandah
spandrel, delicate cast iron brackets
and chamfered hardwood verandah
posts with incised quatrefoil motifs.

2. Tobin's Buildings, Main Street
A(I8 & 19).
The verandah on these shops, constructe.d in 1912 provides an inter•
esting -example of 'Federation' architectural detailing, which is unusual in

this town. Incised posts and brackets
support a slatted timber valence board.
Two asymmetrically placed half tim·
bered gable ends break the continuity
of the galvanised iron roof.

subsequently been removed or dras-

tically altered. However, in Maldon
sufficient information regarding the

5. Phoenix Bullding corner Main and
'rempleton Streets, A(24).
'rhis verandah is one of the most
meticulously constructed verandahs in
Malden. Hardwood rafters are housed
into purlins - all timber work is
.chamfered. The hardwood bressummer
'with delicate iron lace work is sup•
ported by cast iron fluted corinthian
columns. The spandrels at either end
of the verandah are infilled with
delicate lattice work.

Historic Interest Zone has been com-

piled during this report to enable
accurate verandah reconstructions
where these are necessary. It was

consequently decided that a verandah
typology would be unnecessary.
The following photographs illustrate
some representative extant verandahs:

3. Maldon Hotel, Main Street A(19).
'fhis double storey verandah with
peucate cast iron work is a fine

txample of a late boom style hotel
flrchitecture verandah.
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6. McArthur's Bakery, Main Street,
A(26) cl 895.
The verandah of this corner bakery has
delicate cast iron frills and brackets.
The verandah return is supported by
wrought iron brackets.

4.5 FENCES

From the study of old photographs it
is clear that most properties in Maldon, both private and public, were
once enclosed by a fence of some
description. Early panorama photographs (particularly PH P3, page 37 ,
PH P4--6, page 2 and PH Pl9) show
that picket fences were the most
common variety with open and closed
paling fences also widely used.
The Beechworth Historical Reconstruction report! outlines a guide to
fences in Beechworth and provides
typological and historical compatibility charts. The report gives 'an
insight into the characteristics and
construction of old fences, the types
of fence that are compatible with
particular house types, and the relative
importance of different fences in the
town'.2 It is unfortunate that limited
time prevented such a study being
undertaken in Maldon, but the Beechworth study provides an excellent
reference document for fence types

4. Adair Street. 5(1, 1)
Spade-top pickets arranged in wavy

pattern. Height of picket: 1250mm.
Intermediary posts 1400mm high have
elaborate cast-iron finials.

1. Adair Street. I (12, 13)
Pointed picket fence. Height of
pickets: 1400mm. Terminating post
1500mm. 100mm square hardwood
section.

5. High Street. 14(5)
Spade-top pickets arranged in wavy
pattern. Height of picket: 1300mm.
Intermediary posts, 1700mm high,
have splayed incised heads capped by
timber sphere.

and construction modes.

As a general principal, all new fences

in Maldon should be compatible in
type and construction mode with the
surrounding historic buildings and
existing fences constructed prior to
1910. Fences should be of a restrained
design where there is no evidence or
information about the original fencing

for the site.
It is unfortunate that only a few old
photographs of fences have survived
in the Historic Interest Zone. A
photograph of the Bank of New South
Wales (PH 8, see page 12 ) taken cl 870
shows a high closed paling fence and
gate to the front of the bank residence
with timber capping. The main driveway has a delicate cast iron double
gate and single gate.
An early photograph of the Maldon
News building (PH 11) shows a picket
fence. A photograph of Main Street's
east side (PH 14, cl 885, see page 19)
shows a closed paling fence with timber capping. A photograph of Chisholm's Royal Mail Hotel in Main
Street (PH 22) shows an open paling
fence, and a photograph of Templeton
Street (PH 38) shows several open
paling fences. A photograph of the
Shire Arms Hotel (PH55 cl885)
shows !edged and braced timber gates
with a high picket fence adjacent.

2. High Street. 1 (18, 19)
Spade top pickets. Height of pickets:
1200rnm. lnterrnediate posts are double
pointed with incised grooves, height
1400mm. Gate posts are chamfered
with stepped cappings.
6. Templeton Street. 12(9)
Open paling fence. Height of split
paling 2900mm above ground. Intermediary uncut timber posts. Stone
retaining wall below. Closed paling
fences on right-hand side.

3. corner High and Hospital Streets

9(2) ..
Spade-top pickets arranged in convex

pattern. Height of pickets: 1400mm.
Intermediary posts with sloping top.
Tall gate posts with splayed head
capped by a timber sphere.

7.

High Street. 8(7)
Cor/ugated galvanised iron fence
(height: 1650mm) with timber capping and moulded timber cornice
concealing function of capping and
sheet.

Examples of Fences in Maldon
Some characteristic fences remaining

in Maldon are as follows:

L }?..§_~-chworth Historical Reconstruc!iilll
Op Cit.
2.
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APPENDIX 5

CONSTRUCTION DATES
OF BUILDINGS IN
CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER

CONSTRUCTION DATE OF BUILDINGS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER
(Lists only those buildings where evidence exists for the date of construction.)

1855
1855
1856
1856
by 1857
1857
1857
1857
1857
1857
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858~9
by 1859
1859
by 1859
1859
1860
1860
before 186 I
1861

before 1862

1862
before 1863

1863
1864
between 1862 & 66
before 1865
1865
before 1866

Brick Wesleyan Hall, A (Wesleyan Church Reserve) Fountain Street.
Old Post Office, rear of 3D {12). Long Gully Road.
Denominational School I I {Church Reserve), Church Street.
Edward's Crushing Plant IO (1). Francis Street.
_3D(3). Long Gully Road.
Dr. Hardy's Dispensary, 9 (2 & 3), High Street.
Dr. Lisle's house, 10 (17 & 18), High Street.
Maldon Brewery (part), Parish Al (13), Mount Tarrengower Tourist Road.
Carrier's Arms Hotel A {5), High Street.
Masonic Hall, Royal Hotel A_ (11), High Street.
Loddon Store, 14 (3), High Street.
C.B.C. Bank (Formerly Bank N.S.W.), A (6), High Street.
Warnock's Beehive Store (part), A (7), High Street.
St. Savior's (demolished), 17 (13), Chapel Street.
Presbyterian Manse, 11 (7), Church Street.
Upton's Butchers. A (17), Main Street.
Tresidder's House, 10 (21 ), High Street.
Caledonian Crusher (timber building~ demolished 1868) 15 (!), High Street.
Part ofDabb's Store A (31), Main Street..
Market Hall (now Maldon Museum), Public Garden Reserve, High Street.
First building at Malden Hospital, Hospital Reserve, corner Adair and Chapel Streets.
13 (12) Spring Street.
Marsler's House, Parish G {34), Long Gully Road.
Court House, Section C
Methodist School Rooms, A (Wesleyan Church Reserve), Fountain Street.
Holy Trinity, 10 {23 & 24), High Street.
House at Springs Brewery, Parish Al (13), Mount Tarrengower Tourist Road.
2B (24) Parkins Reef Road.
2B (32) John's Road.
Nimrod Cottage, 3 (17), Templeton Street.
4C (11) Reef Street.
Buildings at Nuggetty, Parish 10 (26), Nuggetty Road.
Royal Hotel, A (11 ), High Street.
Taraview, 2 (I 5), Templeton Street.
2 (17 & 18), Templeton Street.
Vivian's House, 10 (I), High Street.
D (11), Fountain Street.
Methodist Church, A (Wesleyan Church Reserve), Fountain Street.
Welsh Congregational Church, 2 (4), Camp Street.
Brick Police Lock-up.
Kyndalyn, 18 (I), Parkins Reef Road.
D{4), corner Chapel and Fountain Streets.
3 (19), Templeton Street.
Welsh Baptist Church, 10 (2), Francis Street.
D'Orsa's House, Parish G {80), Sandy Creek Road.
F (1), Spring Street.
D (6), Fountain Street.
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1866

Before 1867

1868
before 1869

1869
1873
1873
1874
1884
1888
1891
1893
1895
1896
1897
1898
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1912

Kangaroo Hotel (corner sections), A (1), High Street.
Argyle House, A (4), High Street.
State Bank (former Albion Hotel), A (16), Main Street.
Swann's Building, A (18), Main Street.
Calder's Ironmongery, A (27), Main Street.
John Robinson's House, B (6), High Section.
Scotch Pie House, 12 (I), Templeton Street.
Cemetery Lodge, Cemetery Reserve, Nuggetty Road.
Brook's Store, 12(8), Templeton Street.
Oswald's Cottage, 14 (5), High Street.
Roenfeldt 's Cottage, Parish G (10), Long Gully Road.
Warnock's House A (I 0A) Spring Street.
11 (9), Templeton Street.
2B (20) Parkins Reef Road.
Church of England Parsonage, 11 (Church Reserve), Templeton Street.
Commercial Hotel, A (3), High Street.
Caledonian Crusher•- Stone building 15 (I), High Street.
3C (2), Reef Street.
3D (13), Long Gully Road.
3D (14), Long Gully Road.
3E (4), Reef Street.
8A (!), Church Street.
Maldon Garage (part), SB(!), Long Gully Road.
SB (14), Long Gully Road.
1B (11), Chapel Street.
Doer's House, Parish G (I 05), Sandy Creek Road.
Ralph's House A (13A), Chapel Street.
D (6), Fountain Street.
Post Office, B (I), High Street.
Temperance Hall, 10 (1), Francis Street.
Warnock Flour Mills, A (8), High Street.
State School, High Street.
Railway Station.
Grand Hotel, A (12), High Street.
St. Brigid's Catholic Church 11 (!), Adair Street.
Shop north of Carrier's Arms, A (5), High Street.
Berryman's Bootshop, A(l6), Main Street.
Baptist Church, 11 (l), comer Templeton and Edwards Streets.
Rule's House,4 (1), comer High and Adair Streets.
Goldsmith's building, A (15), Main Street.
Langslow's Building, A (G), High Street.
Presbyterian Church, 11 (3), comer Edwards and Church Streets.
Eaglehawk Hotel, 4C (20), Reef Street.
Phoenix Building, A (24), Main Street.
Shakespeare House, A (20), Main Street.
Freemasons' Hall, A (8), High Street.
Maldon Hotel, A (19), Main Street.
Tobin's Building, A (18), Main Street.
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